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Resumo

Alves, A.F.N. Simulações computacionais de desenovelamento de proteína e com-
plexação de ligantes com amostragem aumentada. 2017. 145p. Tese - Programa
de Pós-Graduação em Bioquímica. Instituto de Química, Universidade de São Paulo, São
Paulo.

X

Simulações moleculares podem fornecer informações e detalhes mecanísticos que são di-
fíceis de obter de experimentos. No entanto, fenômenos bioquímicos como formação de
complexos proteína-ligante e desenovelamento de proteína são lentos e difíceis de amos-
trar na escala de tempo geralmente atingida por simulações de dinâmica molecular (MD)
convencionais. Esses fenômenos moleculares foram estudados aqui pela combinação de
simulações de MD com diversos métodos e aproximações para aumentar a amostragem
configuracional: método de energia de interação linear (LIE), a aproximação de ensemble
ponderado (WE) e dinâmica molecular dirigida (SMD). Uma equação foi parametrizada
para prever afinidades entre pequenas moléculas e proteínas baseada na aproximação
LIE, que foca a amostragem computacional nos estados complexado e não-complexado
do ligante. A flexibilidade proteica foi introduzida usando ensembles de configurações
obtidos de simulações de MD. Diferentes esquemas de média foram testados para obter
afinidades totais de complexos proteína-ligante, revelando que muitas configurações de
complexo contribuem para as afinidades de proteínas flexíveis, enquanto as afinidades de
proteínas rígidas são dominadas por uma configuração de complexo. O mutante L99A da
lisozima T4 (T4L) é provavelmente a proteína mais frequentemente usada para estudar
complexação de ligantes. Estruturas cristalográficas mostram que a cavidade de ligação
artificial criada pela mutação é pouco acessível, portanto movimentos proteicos ou uma
“respiração” conformacional são necessários para permitir a entrada e saída de ligantes.
Simulações de MD foram combinadas aqui com a aproximação de WE para aumentar a
amostragem de eventos infrequentes de saída do benzeno de T4L. Quatro possíveis ca-
minhos foram encontrados e movimentações de alfa-hélices e cadeias laterais envolvidas
na saída do ligante foram caracterizadas. Os quatro caminhos correspondem a túneis da
proteína previamente observados em simulações de MD longas de T4L apo, sugerindo
que a heterogeneidade de caminhos ao longo de túneis intrínsecos é explorada por peque-
nas moléculas para sair de cavidades de ligação enterradas em proteínas. Experimentos
de microscopia de força atômica revelaram informações detalhadas do desenovelamento
forçado e da estabilidade mecânica da rubredoxina, uma proteína ferro-enxofre simples.
O desenovelamento completo da rubredoxina envolve a ruptura de ligações covalentes.
Portanto, o processo de desenovelamento foi simulado aqui por simulações de SMD aco-
pladas a uma descrição clássica da dissociação de ligações. A amostragem de eventos de
desenovelamento forçado foi aumentada pelo uso de velocidades rápidas de esticamento.
Os resultados foram analisados usando um modelo teórico válido para regimes de dese-
novelamento forçado lentos e rápidos. As simulações revelaram que mudanças no ponto
de aplicação de força ao longo da sequência da rubredoxina levam a diferentes mecanis-
mos de desenovelamento, caracterizados por variáveis graus de rompimento de ligações de
hidrogênio e estrutura secundária da proteína.

X

Palavras–chave: formação de complexos proteína-ligante, cinética de ligação, desenovela-
mento de proteína, dinâmica molecular, amostragem aumentada





Abstract

Alves, A.F.N. Computer simulations of protein unfolding and ligand binding
with enhanced sampling. 2017. 145p. PhD Thesis - Graduate Program in Biochemistry.
Instituto de Química, Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo.

X

Molecular simulations may provide information and mechanistic insights that are diffi-
cult to obtain from experiments. However, biochemical phenomena such as ligand-protein
binding and protein unfolding are slow and hard to sample on the timescales usually
reached by conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. These molecular phenom-
ena were studied here by combining MD simulations with several methods or approx-
imations to enhance configurational sampling: linear interaction energy (LIE) method,
weighted ensemble (WE) approach and steered molecular dynamics (SMD). An equation
was parametrized to predict affinities between small molecules and proteins based on the
LIE approximation, which focus computational sampling in ligand bound and unbound
states. Protein flexibility was introduced by using ensembles of configurations obtained
from MD simulations. Different averaging schemes were tested to obtain overall affini-
ties for ligand-protein complexes, revealing that many bound configurations contribute
to affinities for flexible proteins, while affinities for rigid proteins are dominated by one
bound configuration. T4 lysozyme (T4L) L99A mutant is probably the protein most often
used to study ligand binding. Crystal structures show the artificial binding cavity created
by the mutation has low accessibility, so protein movements or conformational “breathing”
are necessary to allow the entry and egress of ligands. MD simulations were combined here
with the WE approach to enhance sampling of infrequent benzene unbinding events from
T4L. Four possible pathways were found and motions on alpha-helices and side chains
involved in ligand egress were characterized. The four pathways correspond to protein
tunnels previously observed in long MD simulations of apo T4L, suggesting that pathway
heterogeneity along intrinsic tunnels is explored by small molecules to egress from bind-
ing cavities buried in proteins. Previous atomic force microscopy experiments revealed
detailed information on the forced unfolding and mechanical stability of rubredoxin, a
simple iron-sulfur protein. Complete unfolding of rubredoxin involves rupture of covalent
bonds. Thus, the unfolding process was simulated here by SMD simulations coupled to
a classical description of bond dissociation. Sampling of forced unfolding events was in-
creased by using fast pulling velocities. Results were analyzed using a theoretical model
valid for both slow and fast forced unfolding regimes. Simulations revealed that changing
the points of force application along the rubredoxin sequence leads to different unfold-
ing mechanisms, characterized by variable degrees of disruption of hydrogen bonds and
secondary protein structure.

X

Keywords: ligand-protein binding, binding kinetics, protein unfolding, molecular dynam-
ics, enhanced sampling





List of abbreviations and symbols

AFM atomic force microscopy

αLIE coefficient to scale the contribution from van der Waals interactions to
∆GLIE

b

βLIE coefficient to scale the contribution from electrostatic interactions to
∆GLIE

b

∆Gb binding free energy for ligand-protein complex

∆GLIE
b binding free energy for ligand-protein complex predicted by the LIE

approach

∆Hb change in enthalpy

∆LcAF M contour length increment from AFM experiments

∆LcP DB contour length increment calculated from crystal structures

∆Sb change in entropy

∆Upot change in potential energy

∆x‡ distance between the folded state and transition configurations

FAF M force generated by the resistance offered by the molecule to extension
in AFM experiments

FeS iron-sulfur

FKBP12 FK506 binding protein 12

F̄unf average unfolding force

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

kB Boltzmann constant

kc force constant of cantilever

Kd equilibrium dissociation constant for ligand-protein complex

koff dissociation rate constant for ligand-protein complex

kon association rate constant for ligand-protein complex

kp force constant of additional term in SMD

kunf spontaneous unfolding rate

L0(t) equilibrium distance between the cantilever and the surface

L(t) current distance between the cantilever and the surface



LIE linear interaction energy

MD molecular dynamics

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

R universal gas constant

SMD steered molecular dynamics

T temperature

τdt dwell time

τed transition event duration

Uadd term added to the potential energy of the system in SMD

Uelec potential energy of electrostatic interactions

UL interaction energy between the ligand and its environment when the
ligand is in the unbound state

ULP interaction energy between the ligand and its environment when the
ligand is in the bound state

Upot potential energy of the system

UvdW potential energy of van der Waals interactions

vc pulling velocity of stage in AFM

vp pulling velocity of additional term in SMD

WE weighted ensemble

ξ0(t) reference value of the progress coordinate

ξ(t) current value of the progress coordinate
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1 Introduction

Computer simulations are helpful to provide information and mechanistic insights

that cannot be obtained from experiments. The relevance of simulations was recognized

by the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013, which was attributed to the main developers

of computational methods to model and simulate chemical and biochemical systems [1].

For instance, simulations were applied in the development of vaccines with increased

stability [2] and in drug design [3].

The general aim of this thesis was to model biochemical phenomena slow in the

timescales usually reached by computer simulations. The next sections present these bio-

chemical phenomena (section 1.1), the proteins used as model systems to study these

phenomena (section 1.2), the computational methods and approximations used to model

these phenomena (section 1.3) and the specific aims of this thesis (section 1.4).

Besides the introduction, this thesis contains three chapters equivalent to manu-

scripts. Chapter 2 describes a method to estimate binding affinities based on the linear

interaction energy (LIE) approach and including protein flexibility. This manuscript was

published in the Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling in 2014. Chapter 3 char-

acterizes unbinding pathways for benzene from the binding site of T4 lysozyme L99A

mutant and the associated protein conformational changes, obtained by combining molec-

ular dynamics (MD) simulations with the weighted ensemble (WE) approach. Finally,

chapter 4 describes a method to couple covalent bond cleavage with molecular mechanics

and steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations and the application of this method

to study the forced unfolding of rubredoxin. This manuscript is currently under review

in the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation. The thesis finishes with a general

conclusion (chapter 5).
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1.1 Biochemical phenomena

The next sections describe the biochemical phenomena studied, binding of small

molecules to proteins (section 1.1.1) and forced protein unfolding (section 1.1.2).

1.1.1 Protein-small molecule binding

In a system composed by protein (P), a small molecule or ligand (L) and surround-

ing solvent, binding can be modeled as a two-state process:

P + L ⇀↽ PL (1.1)

where the unbound state corresponds to ligand and protein free in solvent, and the bound

state corresponds to the ligand-protein complex in solvent. A state is a group of mi-

crostates (geometries or configurations) belonging to the same energy basin and sepa-

rated by low energetic barriers compared to the thermal energy available to the system.

On the other hand, the states or conformations of a system are separated by high energetic

barriers.

The thermodynamics of the binding process is characterized by the equilibrium

dissociation constant (Kd), which measures the affinity of the ligand for the protein. Kd

is given by:

Kd =
[P ][L]
[PL]

(1.2)

where [X] stands for the concentration of X in equilibrium. The affinity of the ligand for

the protein can also be expressed by the binding free energy (∆Gb), which is related to

Kd by:

∆Gb = RTlnKd (1.3)

∆Gb = ∆Hb − T∆Sb (1.4)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and ∆Hb and ∆Sb

are the changes in enthalpy and entropy of the system due to ligand-protein binding,

respectively. ∆Gb is a state function, since it depends on the end states of the binding
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process only. The change in enthalpy is given by:

∆Hb = ∆Upot + P∆V (1.5)

where ∆Upot is the change in potential energy, P is pressure and V is volume. In biological

systems, ∆V is usually small and can be neglected. So, changes in the enthalpy are

given by changes in the potential energy, which is given by the sum of covalent and

noncovalent interactions in the system (details in section 1.3.2.1). Changes in enthalpy

upon binding usually result from loss of noncovalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonds

and electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, between water and protein or water

and ligand and gain of noncovalent interactions between protein and ligand. Moreover,

changes in enthalpy can also come from gain or loss of intramolecular interactions. Water

molecules are usually released from stable interactions with protein or ligand upon binding,

increasing their translational and rotational degrees of freedom, while protein and ligand

may have increased restrictions in their configurational, translational or rotational degrees

of freedom. Such changes lead to increase and decrease in the entropy of the system,

respectively.

The kinetics of the binding process is characterized by the association (kon) and

dissociation rate constants (koff ), which indicate the timescales for binding and unbinding

to happen. Under steady-state conditions:

Kd =
koff

kon

(1.6)

Rate constants are proportional to the free energy barrier for unbinding (∆G‡
off) or bind-

ing (∆G‡
on), according to Eyring’s equation [4, 5]:

kon ∝ exp

(

−∆G‡
on

RT

)

(1.7)

koff ∝ exp





−∆G‡
off

RT



 (1.8)

Figure 1 shows an energy landscape and the associated ∆Gb, ∆G‡
off and ∆G‡

on values.

∆G‡
off and ∆G‡

on are not state functions, since they depend not only on the end states of

the process, but also on the pathway used by the system to move from one state to the
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other. The higher the value of ∆G‡
on or ∆G‡

off , the lower will be the value of kon or koff

and the lower will be the number of transition events for a fixed amount of time.

Figure 1 – Energy landscape for a two-state binding process (equation 1.1). G: free energy,
L: ligand, P: protein, TS: group of transition structures, ∆Gb: binding free
energy, ∆G‡

off : free energy barrier for unbinding, ∆G‡
on: free energy barrier for

binding.

The rate constants kon and koff can also be described as mean first passage times

(MFPT) [5]:

MFPTon =
1

kon[L]
(1.9)

MFPToff =
1
koff

(1.10)

MFPToff is also known as the residence time and describes the time a ligand spends

bound to a protein [6–9]. A single first passage time (FPT) corresponds to the time it

takes to happen one transition between states and can be expressed as [10, 11]:

FPT = τdt + τed (1.11)

where τdt is the dwell time, which is the waiting time for the start of the transition, and

τed is the transition event duration, the time it takes to complete a transition from one

state to the other once it starts. During τdt the system is occupying the free energy basin

corresponding to the bound or unbound state and may accumulate energy to change
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states. As states are usually separated by high energetic barriers compared to the thermal

energy available to the system, the τdt value is usually large. Moreover, τdt is usually

much larger than τed and represents the largest portion of the FPT. Once the system

accumulates energy to change states, the duration of the transition event corresponding

to such change is usually fast, leading to a small τed value [10].

It should be noted that representing ligand-protein binding as a two-state process

is a simplified picture. Intermediate metastable states may be involved in binding, what

would lead to additional steps in equation 1.1 [5, 9]. Moreover, conformational changes

after the formation of the ligand-protein complex can happen, leading to another stable

state with increased affinity. This effect is known as induced fit and would also lead to an

additional step in equation 1.1.

1.1.2 Forced protein unfolding

Proteins have flexible structures and can assume multiple native conformational

states in solution. Unfolding is the process by which a protein moves from one of these

native states to a non-native one. Protein unfolding experiments can reveal information

about the molecular interactions underlying the stability of native states. Unfolding can

be probed by thermal or chemical denaturation, which retrieve an average behavior for a

group of molecules. On the other hand, unfolding can also be achieved by single-molecule

techniques, such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer and force spectroscopy [12].

Force spectroscopy experiments using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [13] lead

to protein unfolding by application of a mechanical force. Such experiments were used,

for instance, to reveal the pathways and intermediate states of unfolding of membrane

proteins [14–16] and to understand the extensible properties of the protein titin, which is

responsible for the elasticity of muscle tissue cells [17–22].

In single-molecule AFM experiments one end of a molecule is adsorbed to a surface

and the other end is attached to a cantilever (figure 2a). Motion of the stage containing the

surface in the perpendicular direction leads to unfold of the molecule, generating a force-

extension curve with a regular saw-tooth pattern (figure 2b) [23,24]. The force (FAF M) is
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generated by the resistance offered by the molecule to extension, causing deflection of the

cantilever from its equilibrium position, and is determined according to Hooke’s law [24]:

FAF M [L(t)] = −kc[L(t) − L0(t)] (1.12)

where L(t) and L0(t) are the current and equilibrium distances between the cantilever

and the surface, and kc is the force constant of the cantilever. L0(t) changes in time (t)

according to the pulling velocity (vc):

L0(t) = L(0) + vct (1.13)

Alternatively, forced protein unfolding can be obtained by manipulating the stage to ob-

tain constant pulling force. The present section will focus on the results and interpretation

of experiments obtained by motion of the stage at constant pulling velocity only.

(a)

0 10 20 30 40
distance L

0
 (nm)

0

200

400

600

800
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F

M
 (

pN
)

(b)

Figure 2 – Atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments. (a) Scheme of a single molecule
(polyprotein, in gray). One end of the polyprotein is adsorbed to a surface
and the other end is attached to a cantilever. (b) Force-extension curve with
a regular saw-tooth pattern. Each force peak corresponds to unfolding of a
protein unit in the polyprotein.

Single proteins are small and hard to manipulate in AFM experiments [23]. Thus,

polyproteins are built to generate a single molecule. Polyproteins are composed of multiple

protein units in tandem (figure 2a), which are assembled by genetic engineering [25] or

chemical cross-linking [26].
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AFM experiments reveal force peaks and contour length or maximum extension

increments (∆LcAF M). Each peak of the force-extension curve corresponds to the unfold

of a protein unit in the polyprotein. The ∆LcAF M value corresponds to the increase in the

maximum extension of the polyprotein after one unfolding event. This value is obtained by

fitting the unfolding peaks from force-extension curves to the worm like chain model [27]

to estimate the contour length (Lc) and calculating the difference between fitted Lc values

from successive peaks. The ∆LcAF M value allows the prediction of the unfolded region

by comparison with the contour length increments calculated from crystal structures

(∆LcP DB).

The average unfolding forces obtained from the peaks of several force-extension

curves depend on the pulling velocity. AFM experiments run at different pulling rates

depict the dependency of unfolding forces on pulling velocities, also known as the force

spectrum [28, 29]. The force spectrum can be fitted to mathematical models [30–35], al-

lowing the estimation of the spontaneous unfolding rate (kunf), which is proportional to

the free energy barrier for unfolding (∆G‡
unf), and the distance between the folded state

and transition configurations (∆x‡) in an energy landscape where the progress coordinate

corresponds to the pulling coordinate L(t) (figure 3).

One of these models is the phenomenological model [30,31], which is based on the

observation of a linear relationship between average unfolding forces and the logarithm

of vc. According to this model, the average unfolding force (F̄unf) is given by:

F̄unfβ ≈
1

∆x‡
ln

(

kcβvc∆x‡e−γ 1
kunf

)

(1.14)

where β = 1/kBT , kB is the Boltzmann constant and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

However, the linear relationship between F̄unf and the logarithm of vc does not

hold for high pulling velocities. Hummer and Szabo [34] proposed a microscopic model to

address this issue, where F̄unf is given by [34]:

F̄unf = −kc

(

∆x‡ − vc

∫ τx

0
S(t)dt

)

(1.15)
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Figure 3 – Energy landscape for protein unfolding. G: free energy, F: folded state, U: un-
folded state, TS: group of transition structures, ∆G‡

unf : free energy barrier for
unfolding, ∆x‡: distance between the folded state and transition configurations.

where S(t) is the survival probability or fraction of folded proteins at time t, given by [34]:

S(t) = exp

[

−
kunfe

−kcβ(∆x‡)2/2

kcβvc∆x‡[kc/(km + kc)]3/2
(ekcβvc∆x‡t−(kcβvct)2/[2β(km+kc)] − 1)

]

(1.16)

where km is the molecular force constant and τx is the time at which ∆x‡ is equal to the

average protein extension (x̄), given by [34]:

x̄(t) =
vckcβ

D[β(km + kc)]2
[Dtβ(km + kc) + e−Dtβ(km+kc) − 1] (1.17)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. At intermediate pulling velocities, which are typical

of most AFM experiments, this model predicts a nonlinear relationship between F̄unf and

the logarithm of vc, differing from the phenomenological model. At high pulling velocities

the model predicts a linear relationship between F̄unf and v1/2
c [34]. Such prediction was

recently supported by AFM experiments performed at high pulling velocities [28].

1.2 Protein systems studied

Computational methods are usually validated by comparing the results obtained

from simulations with those obtained from experiments. If the simulation is able to re-

produce experimental results, this indicates that the simulation captures the microscopic
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details necessary to model the biochemical phenomena studied. Therefore, proteins used

as model systems in computer simulations are usually those with many experimental data

available. Such protein systems may or may not have applications in biology. Once com-

putational methods are validated using such proteins, these methods may be employed

to study proteins with pharmaceutical or biotechnological interest. The next sections

describe the protein systems used in this thesis to study or test computational methods.

1.2.1 T4 lysozyme mutants

Bacteriophage T4 lysozyme is a monomeric protein containing 164 amino acid

residues. Its structure is globular and has two domains connected by an alpha helix (figure

4) [36, 37]. This protein contributes to the lytic cycle of the virus by catalyzing the hy-

drolysis of β(1 → 4) linkages between N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine,

causing rupture of bacteria cell wall [37, 38].

Figure 4 – Crystal structure of T4 lysozyme.

Several mutants of T4 lysozyme were created [39–41] after the determination of its

structure by X-ray crystallography [42] to study the factors that determine the structure

and stability of proteins. One of these mutants, L99A (figure 5) [43], contains a hydropho-

bic cavity of 150 Å3 in the C-terminal domain. This cavity is absent in the wild type

protein and was shown to bind to noble gases [44] and small nonpolar molecules such as

benzene (figure 5b) [43]. Moreover, another mutant, L99A/M102Q (figure 5a) [45], was
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designed to introduce a polar group in the engineered cavity, allowing binding of small

polar molecules such as phenol and aniline.

(a) (b)

Figure 5 – Crystal structure of T4 lysozyme L99A mutant. (a) The amino acid residues
of positions 99 and 102 are highlighted by pink and cyan carbons, respectively.
(b) T4 lysozyme L99A mutant bound to benzene (orange). The protein is
represented with its molecular surface (green transparency), showing the ligand
is fully buried. Only the C–terminal domain is shown.

T4 lysozyme L99A and L99A/M102Q mutants are often used as model systems in

computational and experimental studies of binding thermodynamics [37,45–56] due to the

simplicity of the engineered binding site. Crystal structures of T4 lysozyme mutants with

(holo) or without ligands (apo) [43,45,47,48,51,52,57] revealed that the engineered cavity

is hidden from solvent (figure 5b) and is empty in the absence of ligands, indicating that

a desolvation step for ligand binding is not necessary. Moreover, small rotameric changes

or shifts in alpha helix F are enough to accommodate ligands. Such situation differs from

binding events for most proteins, which may involve displacement of water molecules in

the binding site by the ligand and large protein conformational changes before binding,

imposing difficulties to the prediction of binding affinities. T4 lysozyme mutants were used

in my master’s thesis as a model system to develop a computational method to predict

binding affinities including protein flexibility [37].

Although the structural and microscopic details underlying ligand binding ther-

modynamics for T4 lysozyme mutants are well characterized, binding kinetics is not fully
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understood yet. Crystal structures of the mutants complexed with ligands [43, 45, 47,

48, 51, 52, 57] show that the opening on the protein surface for ligand entry and escape

from the engineered binding site is small (figure 5b). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy experiments [58] were used to study the binding kinetics of small ligands, de-

termining koff values of 325 s−1 and 800 s−1 for indole and benzene respectively and a kon

value of 106 M−1 s−1 for both ligands. Recent computer simulations found five transient

tunnels connecting the engineered binding site to the solvent in the apo L99A mutant [59].

Computer simulations also revealed that one of these tunnels is used for benzene entry

in the binding site [60] and another tunnel is used for benzene exit [61]. Moreover, three

tunnels were identified for O2 to exit or access the binding site [62], among which two were

previously described [59]. So, it remains to be tested if all the transient tunnels found in

the apo L99A mutant are used as exit routes for ligands.

Since the engineered binding site of the mutants is hidden from solvent, protein

conformational changes are expected to allow ligand excursion to the binding site [58]. Spin

nuclear relaxation experiments [63] showed the existence of two conformational states for

the L99A mutant: a highly populated state (97%) similar to the crystal structure and

a less populated state (3%) that was suggested as the state that opens the cavity to

allow ligand entry. A structure of this less populated state was proposed with the use of

chemical shifts and computer simulations [64]. In this structure alpha helix F is aligned

with alpha helix G and one amino acid residue is occupying the engineered binding site.

Therefore, this structure does not make the cavity accessible to ligands. Motions in alpha

helix F were suggested [36, 58] to contribute to the binding process, as previous data

from crystal structures [43,45,47,48,51,52,57] and NMR [63,64] showed this alpha helix

is more disordered than the other structural elements in the C-terminal domain of T4

lysozyme. However, it remains to be tested if motions in alpha helix F are useful for

ligand binding. Pathways for ligand unbinding from T4 lysozyme and the associated

protein conformational changes will be addressed in chapter 3.
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1.2.2 HIV reverse transcriptase

Reverse transcriptase of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 1 is a het-

erodimeric protein containing a 560-residue subunit known as p66 and a 440-residue

subunit known as p51 (figure 6). This protein contributes to the HIV cycle by synthe-

sizing a double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) using the virus ribonucleic acid

(RNA) as template, allowing integration of the viral genome in the host chromosome. The

catalytic site is contained in the p66 subunit [65]. HIV reverse transcriptase is a major

target in drug design due to its role in the replication of HIV, which causes the acquired

immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) [66].

HIV-1 reverse transcriptase is used as a model system in computational studies of

ligand binding thermodynamics [67–70] due to the availability of half maximal inhibitory

concentrations, which are proportional to binding affinities, for many inhibitors [71–74]

and holo and apo crystal structures [75–78].

Figure 6 – Crystal structure of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase bound to an inhibitor (orange).
The p66 and p51 subunits are depicted in green and blue, respectively.

1.2.3 Human FK506 binding protein

Human FK506 binding protein 12 (FKBP12) is a monomeric protein containing

108 amino acid residues (figure 7). This protein has peptidylprolyl cis/trans isomerase
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activity and is a major target in drug design due to its participation in immunosuppressant

effects when bound to drugs such as FK506 [79].

FKBP12 is used as a model system in computational studies of ligand binding

thermodynamics [80–82] due to the availability of binding affinities for many ligands

[83,84] and holo and apo crystal structures [83–86]. Although experimental rate constants

are unknown for the binding of ligands to FKBP12, this protein is also used as a model

system in computational studies of ligand binding kinetics [87, 88] because the binding

site is shallow and exposed to solvent (figure 7), facilitating ligand dissociation.

Figure 7 – Crystal structure of FKBP12 bound to a ligand (orange).

1.2.4 Rubredoxin

Rubredoxin from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus is a mono-

meric protein containing 53 amino acid residues. It is the smallest protein to show an

iron-sulfur (FeS) center, which is composed of four cysteine side chains S bound to one

Fe atom in a tetrahedral orientation (figure 8) [89]. This protein participates in electron

transfer reactions to reduce superoxide to hydrogen peroxide [90].

Rubredoxin from Pyrococcus furiosus is considered a hyperthermostable protein,

since it unfolds at temperatures beyond 100 ◦C [91,92]. Computational and experimental
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(a) (b)

Figure 8 – Rubredoxin. (a) Crystal structure. Cysteines of the FeS center are shown as
sticks, iron is shown in orange. (b) Scheme of protein structure, showing the
positions of the FeS center, beta-sheets (hydrogen bonds depicted as dotted
lines) and point mutations (black dots). The protein backbone is represented
by green lines.

studies [91–97] of this protein alone or with its counterpart, the mesophilic rubredoxin

from Clostridium pasteurianum, have been done to understand the microscopic reasons

underlying thermal stability in proteins. Such studies showed that salt bridges and hy-

drophobic interactions help in the achievement of increased thermal stability.

The structural stability of rubredoxin has been extensively studied by AFM [98–

103]. Initial work [98] used a polyprotein composed of rubredoxin units assembled by the

N and C-terminal residues using genetic engineering [25]. Force-extension curves obtained

for this polyprotein revealed an average ∆LcAF M value of 12.6 nm. Such value indicates

rupture of the FeS center and complete unfolding of rubredoxin, which requires rupture of

at least two of the four ferric-thiolate (Fe-S) covalent bonds. Moreover, fitting of the force

spectrum to the phenomenological model resulted in a kunf value of 0.15 s−1 and a ∆x‡

value of 0.11 nm. Later [100], polyproteins were constructed by chemical cross-linking [26]

of cysteine residues introduced in the rubredoxin sequence by point mutations. Mutations

were introduced in positions 1 and 49, 15 and 49, 15 and 35 or 1 and 35 (figure 8b),

resulting in different points of force application along the rubredoxin sequence. ∆LcAF M

values obtained indicate rupture of the FeS center in all mutants. Rubredoxins mutated in
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positions 1 and 49, 15 and 49, or 15 and 35 presented kunf and ∆x‡ values similar to the

ones obtained in the initial work, while rubredoxins mutated in positions 1 and 35 had a

slower kunf value (3 10−6 s−1) and a larger ∆x‡ value (0.30 nm). The molecular reasons

for the dependence of rubredoxin unfolding kinetics on the point of force application are

unknown.

Electronic structure calculations conducted in our research group [103–105] re-

vealed details of the Fe-S bond rupture in AFM, showing that Fe-S bond cleavage is

homolytic and that water substitution leads to faster Fe-S bond rupture. Further micro-

scopic details of the unfolding mechanism of rubredoxin in AFM remain to be elucidated.

This issue will be addressed in chapter 4.

1.3 Computational methods

The next sections present the two computational methods used to model the bio-

chemical phenomena considered previously, molecular docking (section 1.3.1) and molec-

ular dynamics (MD) simulations (section 1.3.2), and the methods used to enhance config-

urational sampling (section 1.3.3).

1.3.1 Molecular docking

Molecular docking [106] generates complexes between proteins and small molecules

or ligands and estimates a score for these complexes using the structures of a target

protein and of a ligand, and a grid determining the region in the protein where potential

binding sites will be searched. A search algorithm is used to explore different orientations

and configurations of the ligand in the protein. This search algorithm retrieves the best

poses of the ligand guided by a scoring function, which aims at mimicking experimental

affinities [107].

Due to its low computational cost, molecular docking is the most common com-

putational method used in rational drug design efforts. One of its uses is in predicting

ligand poses for target proteins with a crystal structure available [108–110]. Knowledge of
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the ligand-protein complex structure shows which intermolecular interactions contribute

for binding, providing information for the design of ligands with improved affinities.

Docking can also be employed in virtual screening [107,108,111–115]. In this case, li-

braries containing thousands of molecules or candidate ligands are tested. These molecules

are docked to a target protein and ranked according to the score attributed to the complex.

Then, the top molecules of this ranking are chosen to be tested experimentally.

Although very popular, docking presents two major approximations that can be

sources of error in the search for ligand poses and in the scoring function. One of them is

keeping the protein rigid (section 1.3.1.1) and the other is using an approximate scoring

function (section 1.3.1.2), which neglects important contributions for binding [37,108,115].

These approximations will be discussed in the next sections.

1.3.1.1 Rigid protein approximation

In docking the protein structure is usually represented as rigid. This helps to

keep the computational cost low. However, it is known from experimental results that

proteins are flexible. Such flexibility is pointed out, for instance, by increased B-factors or

alternative side chain conformations in crystal structures, and by the use of an ensemble to

represent structures determined by NMR. So, protein structures are better represented not

by one configuration, but by an ensemble or group of configurations. Moreover, induced

fit effects are also neglected in docking due to lack of protein flexibility.

Some errors can be generated by representing the protein as rigid, such as not

recognizing that a ligand fits in the binding site or generating a poor ligand-protein

complex, that do not resemble the crystallographic one.

Previous works addressed the challenge of including protein flexibility in docking.

Soft docking [116] allows some superposition between ligand and protein structure during

docking. So, protein flexibility is addressed in a limited way. Side chain flexibility can be

incorporated using a rotamers library [117] or allowing rotation of selected side chains dur-

ing docking [118]. However, unfeasible configurations, which are not accessible in solution,

can be generated and protein backbone moves are not included.
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On the other hand, there are methods which allow the inclusion of flexibility of

the protein backbone and side chains. In such cases, docking is performed using not

one protein configuration, but a group of configurations obtained from MD simulations

[37, 107, 119–121], different crystal structures [122] or NMR studies [123]. For instance,

a group of configurations from MD simulations was used in our group to represent a

phosphatase [121] and in my master’s thesis to represent T4 lysozyme mutants [37]. When

MD simulations are used to obtain groups of configurations the simulations should be long

enough to guarantee that all the configurations important for ligand binding were visited

(section 1.3.2.2).

1.3.1.2 Scoring function

The scores attributed to complexes between protein and small molecules should

be able to predict affinities similar to the experimental ones, to distinguish between good

poses, close to the crystallographic binding site, and bad ones, and to separate binder

from non-binder molecules. Some of these tasks may be poorly performed because the

scores attributed are approximate.

In the docking program AutoDock Vina [124] ∆Gb (equation 1.4) is approximated

by the following scoring function (Edock):

Edock =
Udock

noncov

1 + 0.0585Ntor
(1.18)

Udock
noncov =

∑

i<j

−0.0356e−(dij/0.5)2

− 0.00516e−[(dij−3)/2]2 + 0.84Ucl

−0.0351Uhyd − 0.587Uhb (1.19)

dij = rij −Wi −Wj (1.20)

Ucl =















d2
ij if dij < 0

0 if dij ≥ 0
(1.21)

Uhyd =















1 if dij < 0.5Å

0 if dij > 1.5Å
(1.22)

Uhb =















1 if dij < −0.7Å

0 if dij > 0
(1.23)
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where Ntor is the number of ligand rotatable bonds and Udock
noncov is the sum of noncovalent

interactions in docking, represented by energetic contributions from steric clashes (first

three terms of equation 1.19), hydrophobic interactions (Uhyd) and hydrogen bonds (Uhb)

between ligand and protein. rij is the distance between atoms i and j and W is the van der

Waals radius. The coefficients multiplying each energetic contribution to estimate Udock
noncov

in equation 1.19 were obtained by parametrization of the equation using ligand-protein

complexes with experimental ∆Gb values determined. Ucl, Uhyd and Uhb vary linearly as

a function of dij between the extreme values of dij in equations 1.21, 1.22 and 1.23.

The scoring function, Edock, contains many approximations to represent ∆Hb and

∆Sb in equation 1.4. ∆Sb is represented by Ntor. Restrictions to the ligand translation

and rotation due to binding, reduction in the number of protein configurations due to

conformational selection and increase in the number of solvent configurations available

due to release of water molecules interacting with protein or ligand after binding can also

contribute to ∆Sb. However, such terms are not considered in equation 1.18.

Moreover, ∆Hb is represented by Udock
noncov (equation 1.19), which contains terms to

describe van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds in the bound state only. Changes

in covalent interactions, such as bonds or dihedrals in the ligand or in the protein, in

noncovalent intramolecular interactions or in electrostatic interactions due to binding

may have significant contributions to ∆Hb. These terms are not taken into consideration

in the scoring function presented in equation 1.18.

Therefore, keeping the protein rigid and neglecting contributions to ∆Hb and ∆Sb

in the scoring function contribute to the imprecision of molecular docking. These issues

will be addressed in chapter 2.

1.3.2 Molecular dynamics simulations

Over the past years, structural biology provided atomic-resolution structures of

proteins and macromolecular complexes as big as virus capsids [125]. However, such struc-

tures are static. Proteins are flexible in solution (section 1.3.1.1) and their motions allow

them to perform functions such as cell signaling and catalysis. MD simulations [126] are
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used to model the motions and conformations accessible to proteins, revealing microscopic

details of how proteins are able to perform their functions.

MD simulations provide trajectories of the system coordinates along time using

molecular mechanics or Newton’s law of motion:

~Fi = mi~ai (1.24)

where ~Fi is the force acting over atom i, mi is the mass and ~ai is the acceleration. The

force acting over every atom is calculated from the potential energy. The length of the

trajectory, or the number of times the equation 1.24 will be integrated, depends on the

timescale of the phenomena of interest.

The main challenges in performing MD simulations of biomolecules are to do an

accurate description of the potential energy of the system (section 1.3.2.1) and achieve

reasonable configurational sampling (section 1.3.2.2), or obtaining the correct populations

of the microstates and states of the system. These challenges will be presented in the next

sections.

1.3.2.1 Potential energy

In molecular mechanics the potential energy (Upot) of the system is usually de-

scribed using force fields. However, the use of force fields to describe biomolecules presents

some challenges and approximations [127,128]. Ideally, the potential energy of microscopic

systems should be described by quantum mechanics equations, but solving these equations

presents high computational costs for molecules as large as proteins. The parameters to

describe covalent and noncovalent energies are usually available for amino acids only. So,

if a protein contains a metal center or is bound to a small molecule, parameters to describe

the covalent and noncovalent interaction energies of the metal center or molecule must be

derived. Moreover, atoms are represented with a fixed point charge. So, it is not possible

to represent polarization or charge transfer [127,128]. As metal ions have charges and co-

ordination numbers that depend on the environment, a force field representation is usually

poor for such ions, because charges and bonds are usually fix during the simulation.
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The force field contains terms to describe covalent (Ucov) and noncovalent (Unoncov)

interactions:

Upot = Ucov + Unoncov (1.25)

The covalent interactions are given by the sum of the terms corresponding to bond (Ubond),

angle (Uangle), dihedral (Udih) and improper dihedral (Uimp) energies [129]:

Ucov = Ubond + Uangle + Udih + Uimp (1.26)

Bond and angle energies are usually approximated by harmonic functions [129]:

Ubond ≈
∑

bond

1
2
kb(b− b0)2 (1.27)

Uangle ≈
∑

ang

1
2
kθ(θ − θ0)2 (1.28)

where kb and kθ are force constants, b is the length of the bond between two atoms, θ is the

angle between three atoms, and b0 and θ0 are the equilibrium values. The dihedral energy

surface may have multiple energy minima, so it is better approximated by a periodic

function [129]:

Udih ≈
∑

dih

1
2
kd[1 + cos(ndφ− δd)] (1.29)

where kd is a force constant, nd represents the periodicity of the angle, δd represents the

phase of the angle and φ is the angle of the dihedral. The same equation can be used for

the energy of improper dihedrals, which describe out-of-plane deviations.

The harmonic potential (equation 1.27) can be replaced by a Morse potential

(UMorse) to describe bond energies when simulation of covalent bond rupture is desired

[130]:

UMorse =
∑

bond

DM [1 − exp(−βM (b− b0))]2 (1.30)

where DM is the depth of the potential well and βM is the steepness of the well. For

increasing (b − b0) values the harmonic potential gives high energies, forcing the system

to stay close to the equilibrium value b0. On the other hand, the Morse potential gives

lower energies than the harmonic potential for increasing (b − b0) values, allowing bond
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stretching and rupture during the simulation (figure 9). It should be noted that the use of

a Morse potential to represent covalent bond rupture is also an approximation. Covalent

bond rupture involves changes in the electronic structure, changes of partial charges and

polarization effects. However, such changes and effects are not represented when a Morse

potential is used.
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Figure 9 – Potential energies of a bond described by an harmonic (Ubond, equation 1.27)
or by a Morse potential (UMorse, equation 1.30) as a function of the difference
between bond length (b) and equilibrium bond length (b0).

Noncovalent interactions are given by the sum of electrostatic (Uelec) and van der

Waals (UvdW ) terms [129]:

Unoncov = Uelec + UvdW (1.31)

Noncovalent interactions are usually modeled by pair-wise potentials. The calculation of

the electrostatic energy (Uelec) is based on the Coulomb law [129]:

Uelec = ke

∑

i<j

qiqj

rij
(1.32)

where ke is a constant that depends on the dielectric permissivity of the medium, qi and

qj are the partial charges of atoms i and j and rij is the distance between these atoms. The

calculation of the van der Waals energy (UvdW ) is approximated by the Lennard-Jones

function [129]:

UvdW ≈
∑

i<j

ǫij





(

σij

rij

)12

− 2

(

σij

rij

)6


 (1.33)
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where ǫij is the depth of the potential well describing the interaction between atoms i and

j and σij is the distance at which the potential reaches its minimum. The term 1/r12
ij is

related to interactions of electron clouds close to each other, leading to repulsion between

the atoms, while the term 1/r6
ij is related to the dispersion energy due to correlated

fluctuations in the charge distributions of the two atoms, leading to attraction between

them [129].

The equilibrium terms and force constants of equations 1.27, 1.28 and 1.29, the

atomic charges, σ and ǫ values of equations 1.32 and 1.33 and the equations 1.27 to 1.29,

1.32 and 1.33 compose the force field. Parameters of the force field are usually obtained

from quantum–mechanical calculations or from fitting to reproduce quantum–mechanical

calculations or experimental observables such as liquid densities, heats of vaporization or

protein crystal structures [131–134].

Besides the approximations presented above, the solvent can be represented in an

implicit manner, by using equations to model the average interaction energy of the solvent

with the solutes in the system. The use of implicit solvation reduces the computational

cost, as the forces and motions of explicit water molecules do not need to be computed.

Moreover, the relaxation of water is instantaneous for every solute configuration, reduc-

ing the amount of computational effort required to obtain reasonable configurational

sampling (section 1.3.2.2). However, the use of implicit solvation also has disadvantages.

For instance, it is not possible to represent hydrogen bonds between solute and solvent.

Noncovalent interaction energies between the solute and the implicit solvent (Gsol)

are given by [135]:

Gsol ≈ GGB +GNP +Gcav (1.34)

where GGB represents the free energy of polarization according to the generalized Born

approximation, GNP represents the nonpolar free energy of interaction between solute

and implicit solvent and Gcav is the energy required to build a cavity for the solute in

the solvent, including the work to reorganize solvent molecules around the solute and the

work against the solvent pressure to create the cavity [135]. The non-electrostatic term of
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equation 1.34 can be calculated as [136]:

GNP +Gcav = ηSASA (1.35)

where SASA is the solute solvent accessible surface area and η is a constant. GGB is

obtained by the generalized Born approximation. The formulation given by Still et al. [136]

is used in many simulation programs:

GGB = −
1
2

(

1 −
1
ζ

)

∑

i≤j

qiqj

f(rij , aij)
(1.36)

where ζ is the medium dielectric constant, and aij = (aiaj)1/2, where ai and aj are the

Born radii of atoms i and j. f(rij, aij) = (r2
ij + a2

ije
−B), where B = r2

ij/(2aij)2. Due to

the functional form of f(rij , aij), GGB results in the Born model, which estimates the free

energy of polarization of a spherical charge, when i=j and in the sum of the expressions

of the Coulomb and Born models when two charges are far apart [136].

Equation 1.24 may be modified to incorporate the effects of friction and collisions

between water and solute molecules in the propagation of the system when implicit solva-

tion is employed. These effects are incorporated by stochastic or Langevin dynamics [137]:

mi~ai = −miγi~vi + ~Fi +Ri (1.37)

where ~vi is the velocity, γi is the friction constant and Ri is a noise process, which models

the effect of random collisions between water and solute.

1.3.2.2 Configurational sampling

It is considered that good sampling of molecular simulations is achieved when

the simulated configurations are obtained with the same weights or populations observed

experimentally. In equilibrium conditions the relative populations of the configurations

accessible to the system are given by the Boltzmann distribution [138,139]:

ρ(xc) ∝ exp[−βUpot(xc)] (1.38)

where ρ(xc) is the probability density or population of configuration xc. Therefore, the

more favorable Upot is for a configuration, the higher is the population of this configuration.
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In experiments with many units of one molecule in solution, ρ(xc) is equal to the fraction

of molecules in configuration xc in one time point. However, MD simulations are usually

performed for one unit of one molecule in solution to keep computational costs low. In

this case ρ(xc) is equal to the fraction of time the molecule was observed in configuration

xc during the simulation. The assumption that time averages, as those of MD simulations,

can reproduce ensemble averages, as those of experiments, is known as the ergodic theorem

[140]. The population of a state is given by the sum of the populations of the configurations

that belong to this state [138]:

P (xs) =
∫

VA

ρ(xc)dxc ∝
∫

VA

exp[−βUpot(xc)]dxc (1.39)

where P (xs) is the probability or population of state xs and VA comprises all the configu-

rations that belong to state xs. So, MD simulations should be long enough to guarantee

that all configurations of the states of interest were visited multiple times, such that rea-

sonable ρ(xc) and P (xs) values can be estimated. However, the length of MD simulations

is limited by the system size and the computational resources available.

Biochemical phenomena such as protein-ligand binding (section 1.1.1) and forced

protein unfolding (section 1.1.2) are slow for the timescales usually reached by MD simula-

tions. Ligand binding and unbinding are infrequent events which usually take milliseconds

or more to happen due to large dwell times (τdt, equation 1.11). AFM experiments are

usually performed at pulling velocities (vc, equation 1.13) of 10−6 m/s, requiring millisec-

onds to lead to unfolding of all the protein units in a polyprotein. On the other hand,

conventional MD simulations are limited to the microsecond timescale [9, 11]. Therefore,

methods or approximations to enhance configurational sampling are necessary to simulate

these phenomena.

1.3.3 Enhanced sampling methods

Configurational sampling may be enhanced by increasing the computational time

spent in regions of interest (sections 1.3.3.1 and 1.3.3.2) or by speeding up the occurrence

of conformational transitions in the system (section 1.3.3.3). The next sections describe

such methods and approximations used here to enhance configurational sampling.
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1.3.3.1 Linear interaction energy

Linear interaction energy (LIE) [141] is an approach to estimate binding affini-

ties (section 1.1.1). Traditional computational methods to estimate affinities, such as free

energy perturbation (FEP) [142] and thermodynamic integration (TI) [143], require multi-

ple simulations of points along a computational pathway connecting the end-points of the

binding process. LIE can be considered an approach to increase configurational sampling

when compared to FEP and TI because it focus the computational effort in the regions

of interest, the bound and unbound states of the ligand. Due to this focused computa-

tional effort, the LIE approach is able to estimate affinities at a lower computational cost

compared to FEP and TI.

The LIE approach estimates affinities by assuming a linear response of the inter-

molecular interactions. Affinities are predicted (∆GLIE
b ) using energy contributions ob-

tained from MD simulations of the ligand free in solvent and bound to the protein [141]:

∆GLIE
b = αLIE(〈ULP

vdW 〉 − 〈UL
vdW 〉) + βLIE(〈ULP

elec〉 − 〈UL
elec〉) (1.40)

where 〈· · ·〉 represents a configurational average and ULP and UL are the interaction

energies between the ligand and its environment when the ligand is in the bound and

unbound states, respectively. The differences of average interactions are multiplied by

coefficients derived from the linear response assumption (βLIE=0.5) [144] or obtained

by calibration of equation 1.40 to reproduce experimental affinities (αLIE). Variations of

equation 1.40 have been used, such as obtaining the value of βLIE by calibration, including

a free coefficient to account for contributions not included in UvdW and Uelec or including

additional terms that may contribute for binding, such as changes in the solvent accessible

surface area or in the intramolecular energies of the ligand and of the protein [68,145,146].

The LIE approach has been applied successfully to predict affinities for different

ligand-protein complexes [37,67,68,121,145–150]. For instance, a LIE equation with four

coefficients parametrized for HIV reverse transcriptase resulted in an average deviation

between experimental and estimated affinities of 1.3 kcal/mol for 57 inhibitors [67]. An-

other LIE equation with three coefficients parametrized for the same protein resulted in
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average deviations of 0.8 kcal/mol for 39 inhibitors [68]. LIE equations were employed

by our group to predict binding affinities for complexes between phosphatase and its in-

hibitors [121] and in my master’s thesis to predict binding affinities between T4 lysozyme

mutants and small molecules [37].

One of the main limitations of LIE is the poor transferability of the coefficients

among different proteins. Coefficients of LIE equations usually predict affinities that re-

semble the experimental ones for complexes of the specific protein used to calibrate them

only. Attempts to increase the transferability of the coefficients were proposed [55, 151],

such as adapting them by the number of hydrogen bonds the ligand can make or by the

ligand or binding site relative polarities. This issue will be addressed in chapter 2.

1.3.3.2 Weighted ensemble

The weighted ensemble (WE) method [152, 153] enhances sampling of infrequent

biochemical phenomena. It resembles the LIE approach (section 1.3.3.1), since it also en-

hances sampling by increasing the computational effort in the regions of interest. However,

in the WE method the regions of interest are those of low probability. Such regions are

usually associated with transition configurations of conformational changes, which have

unfavorable potential energies and, therefore, low probabilities (equation 1.38). One con-

sequence of focusing computational effort in low probability regions is the reduction of

dwell times (τdt, equation 1.11), which usually account for most of the time necessary to

observe a single infrequent event.

In the WE method a progress coordinate that describes the infrequent biochemical

phenomena, such as the distance between two atoms or groups, is defined and divided

into bins. A group of trajectories of the system in an initial state is propagated by MD

simulations and receive initial equal weights or probabilities. Every τ steps, the group of

trajectories is resampled by evaluating each bin occupancy. Trajectories may be replicated

or pruned with a proper weight attribution to keep a given number of trajectories per bin,

once a bin has been visited. For instance, if one of the initial trajectories reached a new

unvisited bin, and a number of 4 trajectories per bin was set up initially, this trajectory
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is split in 4 and each of the new trajectories receives 1/4 of the weight of the mother

trajectory. Thus, sampling in bins of low probability is enhanced (figure 10). However, if a

bin has more than 4 trajectories, the exceeding trajectories are removed and their weights

are divided among the remaining trajectories of the bin. This reduces the computational

effort spent in bins of high probability. The cycle of propagation and resampling steps

is repeated until state populations are converged or, in other words, do not change with

increasing simulation time. In the end a group of trajectories is created with accurate

weights.

Figure 10 – Weighted ensemble method. In this example trajectories are replicated or
merged every τ steps to keep 4 trajectories (circles) per bin (squares). One of
the trajectories reached a new unvisited bin. So, in the resampling step, this
trajectory is split in 4 and each of the new trajectories receives 1/4 of the
weight of the mother trajectory (quarter circles).

Transition rates and state populations can be estimated from a set of trajectories

obtained from a WE procedure. The population of a state is given by the sum of weights

of the trajectories belonging to the bins corresponding to this state. If the trajectories

arriving at the target state B are immediately fed back into the initial state A during

the WE procedure, the transition rate from A to B (kAB) can be estimated as the sum of

probability fluxes into B [154]:

kAB =
∑

j 6=B

fjB (1.41)

where fjB is the probability flux, or probability per unit time, from bin j to the bins of the

state B and j includes all the bins, except those which define the state B. The definition

of states A and B can be adjusted to allow the use of kAB values to estimate kon and koff

values (section 1.1.1).
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The WE method has been applied to study pathways and kinetic rates of many

biochemical phenomena such as protein and peptide conformational transitions [155–157],

protein unfolding [158], protein-peptide binding [159], protein-protein binding [160] and

protein-ligand unbinding [88, 161].

The main limitations of the WE method are the generation of correlated trajecto-

ries and the dependence on a progress coordinate to describe the infrequent biochemical

phenomena [11, 153]. Due to the trajectory splitting and pruning scheme to keep a given

number of trajectories per bin, an ensemble of trajectories sharing part of their history

is generated, leading to correlation among trajectories [11, 153]. The progress coordinate

should include the slowest degrees of freedom in the infrequent biochemical phenomena.

Therefore, some knowledge of the phenomena is required to define the progress coordinate.

If one of the slow degrees of freedom is not included in the progress coordinate, reasonable

sampling of all the important configurations may not be achieved.

Methods that add an artificial term to the potential energy of the system, thus

reducing the free energy barrier for state transitions, have also been used to enhance sam-

pling of infrequent biochemical phenomena [60,162]. The advantage of the WE approach

over these methods is that it does not change the potential energy, therefore avoiding

perturbations in the group of transition configurations and in the mechanism of state

transitions.

1.3.3.3 Steered molecular dynamics

In steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations [32, 163] a term (Uadd[ξ(t)]) is

added to the potential energy (Upot) to force the system to leave the initial state and reach

the desired state:

USMD = Upot + Uadd[ξ(t)] (1.42)

where USMD is the new potential energy of the system. Uadd[ξ(t)] depends on the progress

coordinate ξ, which can be the distance between two groups. Uadd[ξ(t)] usually has the
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form of an harmonic potential of force constant kp:

Uadd[ξ(t)] =
kp

2
[ξ(t) − ξ0(t)]2 (1.43)

where ξ(t) and ξ0(t) are the current and reference values of the progress coordinate, re-

spectively. ξ0(t) changes in time according to the pulling velocity (vp):

ξ0(t) = ξ(0) + vpt (1.44)

SMD is usually employed to model forced protein unfolding (section 1.1.2) due

to the similarity between Uadd[ξ(t)] and the combination of stage and cantilever in AFM

experiments. Uadd[ξ(t)] and the stage are moved with constant pulling velocity, leading to

increasing distances between a pulled group and a reference group and forced unfolding of

the protein units of a polyprotein. Moreover, forced protein unfolding by SMD produces

force-extension curves similar to the ones of AFM. Pulling forces are obtained by the

derivative of −Uadd[ξ(t)] (equation 1.43) in respect to ξ, resulting in an equation similar

to equation 1.12.

In SMD simulations enhanced sampling is achieved by the use of high pulling ve-

locities, which are usually orders of magnitude faster than those of AFM experiments

and speed up the occurrence of conformational transitions. Due to the use of high pulling

velocities full unfolding of a polyprotein, which is achieved in milliseconds in AFM ex-

periments, can be obtained in nanoseconds, a timescale affordable in MD simulations.

Moreover, the use of high pulling velocities results in simulations with low computational

cost. Thus, tens or hundreds of SMD simulations can be performed, allowing the esti-

mation of average properties such as average unfolding forces (F̄unf) and contour length

increments (∆Lc).

The use of much faster pulling velocities in SMD requires care in the comparison

of the results from SMD simulations and AFM experiments. As average unfolding forces

depend on the pulling velocity, it is not possible to compare them directly. An indirect

comparison is possible by fitting the force spectrum to the microscopic model presented

before (section 1.1.2), which is valid for both intermediate and fast pulling velocities

regimes.
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SMD simulations provided microscopic details of forced unfolding experiments for

many proteins [164–173]. For instance, SMD simulations revealed the molecular basis for

the plateau phase seen in fibrinogen force-extension curves [170] and that the mechanical

stability of the titin I91 domain is due to contacts between beta-strand pairs [164, 166,

167, 169, 171]. These SMD simulations were used to model proteins that unfold due to

disruption of noncovalent interactions only. Despite the many AFM experiments of forced

protein unfolding where disruption of covalent interactions is involved [98–103,174], SMD

simulations have not been used to model such experiments because classical force fields

(section 1.3.2.1) are unable to represent the rearrangement of electronic structure involved

in bond dissociation. This issue will be addressed in chapter 4.

1.4 Aims

1.4.1 Prediction of affinities for protein-small molecule complexes

Molecular docking (section 1.3.1) is a computational method often used for rational

drug design. However, it presents two major approximations that can be sources of error.

One of them is treating the protein as rigid (section 1.3.1.1) and the other is using an

approximate scoring function (section 1.3.1.2).

One of the aims of this thesis was to develop a computational method to predict

binding affinities (section 1.1.1) with better accuracy and including protein flexibility in

docking. T4 lysozyme mutants L99A and L99A/M102Q (section 1.2.1), HIV-1 reverse

transcriptase (section 1.2.2) and human FKBP12 (section 1.2.3) were used as model sys-

tems. Docking was performed using a group of protein configurations obtained from MD

simulations (section 1.3.2) to include protein flexibility. The scoring function was replaced

by a LIE equation (section 1.3.3.1), which focus the computational effort in the bound and

unbound states of the ligand, thus predicting affinities at lower computational cost than

other methods. Coefficients of the LIE equation were adapted by the ligand or binding

site relative polarities to increase their transferability among different model systems.
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1.4.2 Pathways for protein-small molecule unbinding

The binding kinetics (section 1.1.1) of T4 lysozyme mutants (section 1.2.1) is not

fully understood. The engineered binding site of these mutants is hidden from solvent and

openings on the protein surface for ligand escape are small. Knowledge about the pathways

for a ligand to dissociate from the binding site can help in the prediction of kinetic rates.

However, pathways for ligand exit from the buried binding site of T4 lysozyme mutants

and the associated protein conformational adjustments have not been fully resolved.

Another aim of this thesis was to determine pathways for benzene exit from T4

lysozyme L99A mutant and the associated protein conformational changes. MD simula-

tions (section 1.3.2) were combined with the WE approach (section 1.3.3.2) to enhance

sampling of infrequent unbinding events.

1.4.3 Forced protein unfolding

AFM experiments (section 1.1.2) revealed information about rubredoxin (section

1.2.4) forced unfolding and mechanical stability. However, the microscopic details of the

forced unfolding mechanism have not been fully resolved.

The last aim of this thesis was to determine the microscopic mechanism of forced

unfolding of rubredoxin. Full unfolding of rubredoxin involves rupture of Fe-S covalent

bonds. Here, covalent bond cleavage was allowed by replacing an harmonic potential

(equation 1.27) by a Morse potential (equation 1.30) to represent Fe-S bonds. SMD sim-

ulations (section 1.3.3.3), which mimic AFM experiments, were combined to high pulling

velocities to enhance sampling of unfolding events.
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ABSTRACT: Accurate calculations of free energies involved in
small-molecule binding to a receptor are challenging. Interactions
between ligand, receptor, and solvent molecules have to be
described precisely, and a large number of conformational
microstates has to be sampled, particularly for ligand binding to a
flexible protein. Linear interaction energy models are computation-
ally efficient methods that have found considerable success in the
prediction of binding free energies. Here, we parametrize a linear
interaction model for implicit solvation with coefficients adapted by
ligand and binding site relative polarities in order to predict ligand binding free energies. Results obtained for a diverse series of
ligands suggest that the model has good predictive power and transferability. We also apply implicit ligand theory and propose
approximations to average contributions of multiple ligand−receptor poses built from a protein conformational ensemble and
find that exponential averages require proper energy discrimination between plausible binding poses and false-positives (i.e.,
decoys). The linear interaction model and the averaging procedures presented can be applied independently of each other and of
the method used to obtain the receptor structural representation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Prediction of binding affinities between small-molecule ligands
and protein receptors has both fundamental and applied
importance.1 In practice, this is a very challenging task2 because
the ligand functional or bound configurations have a small
energy difference from the huge amount of alternative ligand
unbound configurations.3 The number and strength of
contributions in the ligand bound and unbound states are
similar. Consequently, intermolecular interactions have to be
evaluated with accuracies much better than 1 kcal mol−1 to
discriminate the small energy gap between the two states.3,4 In
addition, a huge number of configurations has to be generated
and their energy calculated to sample the important conforma-
tional microstates of the molecular system.3,5,6 The number of
configurations to be sampled will increase if the protein or the
ligand has a more flexible structure and if their binding pose is
unknown or not unique.2,7

Despite the challenges, there has been enormous progress in
the prediction of binding free energies, and several methods
have been proposed to tackle the problem.1,8,9 In one hand, the
application of detailed all-atom force fields, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations (or related approaches), and rigorous free
energy estimators10−13 have found impressive agreement with
experimental affinities;14−17 but, given the high computational
costs associated, these methods have been successfully applied
mainly to less flexible proteins and ligands for which binding
sites are known or easy to determine.18 The high computational
costs still prohibit these rigorous methods from being applied

in screenings of large ligand sets. On the other hand, molecular
docking19−21 employs approximate descriptions of intermolec-
ular interactions usually parametrized against empirical data and
efficient conformational search methods to generate binding
poses,22,23 rank or enrich ligand sets,24,25 and determine ligand
affinities.2,26 However, docking has many documented fail-
ures27,23,28 which may be due to severe approximations in the
calculation of interactions and lack of transferability for ligands
or receptors not included in the method parametrization as well
as to insufficient conformational sampling.
Another family of methods shows accuracy and computa-

tional ease in between the two approaches just mentioned.
They are called linear interaction energy (LIE) models29−32

because a linear response of the intermolecular interactions33 is
assumed in the estimation of binding free energies by the
equation

α β γΔ = Δ⟨ ⟩ + Δ⟨ ⟩ +− −G V VLIE vdW
l e

elet
l e

(1)

where a force field description of intermolecular van der Waals
(vdW) and electrostatic (elet) interactions between ligand and
its environment (Vl−e) is employed. The difference (Δ) of
ensemble averaged (⟨···⟩) interactions between the ligand free
state (when environment is the solvent only) and bound state
(when environment is the solvated protein complex) is
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multiplied by coefficients derived from the linear response
assumption (β) or fit to empirical data (α and γ).32,34

LIE models have been applied successfully to predict
affinities for a range of ligand−receptor complexes.32,35−38

However, in many of these applications, the LIE models were
specifically parametrized to the system studied. In order to
increase the model transferability, Hansson et al. proposed the
adaptation of coefficients to ligand properties (e.g., the number
of possible hydrogen bonds).39 Recently, Linder et al. suggested
an adaptative LIE model where coefficients in eq 1 are adjusted
by the relative polarities of the ligand and of the binding cavity
achieving accuracy and model transferability.40

To increase computational efficiency and to avoid the
sometimes slow convergence of explicit solvent contribu-
tions41,42 in eq 1, continuum electrostatics descriptions of
solvation43−46 have been used in LIE models.36,41,47−49 Here,
we propose and describe the necessary parametrization of LIE
models that combine an implicit solvent description with
adaptative coefficients40 to predict binding affinities. Local
configurational sampling of ligand−receptor complexes usually
done by molecular dynamics simulations is substituted by more
economic molecular docking and geometry optimiza-
tions.21,36,47

The methods mentioned so far rely their predictions on one
initial receptor structure, typically obtained from X-ray
crystallography. During conformational search in molecular
docking, the receptor structure is maintained rigid, maybe
allowing for side-chain rotations or smoothened interac-
tions.50−52 In methods applying ensemble averages, protein
configurations near the initial structure are visited in relatively
short MD simulations; but, for flexible receptors, sufficient
sampling of protein motions will be difficult to achieve in both
approaches. A possible solution in those cases is to start the
search or averaging from a conformational ensemble, i.e., from
multiple representations of the receptor structure.6,7,53,54

Several approaches, mostly related to docking, are now used
to predict binding poses and affinities from receptor conforma-
tional ensembles.22,55−59 Usually a dominant pose and
dominant state approximation is applied.57−59 This means
that the binding free energy or the related docking score for a
given ligand−receptor pair is estimated from the most favorable
pose (only one) found after evaluating several complexes
obtained from the different receptor structures in the ensemble.
This approximation should be appropriate for the level of
accuracy expected in docking, but it dismisses important
contributions such as multiple binding poses, receptor
reorganization energy and thermal fluctuations, and the related
entropic effects. Thus, it may be useful to average contributions
obtained from an ensemble of ligand−receptor poses.60,61
Based on the implicit ligand theory recently developed,61 two

ensemble averages can be defined for the calculation of binding
free energy between a ligand and a receptor represented by a
conformational ensemble embedded in an implicit solvent. The
first average concerns with the ligand configurational
distribution that may be obtained for interaction with one
given rigid receptor structure. It has been called the binding
potential of mean-force, B, and may be estimated by an
exponential mean

∑= − −
Ψ

=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟B k T

P k T
ln

1
exp

i

P
i

B
1 B (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, P is
the number of ligand configurations sampled, and Ψi is the
implicit solvent-mediated interaction energy for the ith ligand
pose.61

The second ensemble average accounts for the receptor
configurational distribution. Similarly, it may be estimated by an
exponential mean, leading to an expression for the binding free
energy
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where Bn is the binding potential of mean-force (eq 2) for the
nth receptor configuration out of a total of N configurations
sampled.61 ΔGξ represents a correction to standard concen-
tration due to restriction of the volume sampled by the ligand.
Here, we propose approximations to these two exponential

averages in order to account for multiple binding poses and for
protein conformation flexibility. In the next section, we provide
details of the training and test sets and the methodology used
to calibrate adapted LIE models for continuum solvation.
System setup, generation of receptor−ligand poses, and
definition of the force fields employed are also described.
Both Results and Discussion are divided in two parts. First, we
report the construction and performance of the adapted LIE
models and the procedures for averaging contributions from an
ensemble of ligand−receptor poses. Then, we analyze the
accuracy and shortcomings of the proposed LIE model as well
as the applicability of the ligand−receptor conformational
averaging.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Calibration and tests of the proposed approximations were
conducted using bacteriophage T4 lysozyme mutants L99A62

and L99A/M102Q,17,63 HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (HIVRT),
and human FK506 binding protein 12 (FKBP) as model
systems (Table 1). These proteins were chosen based on the

availability of experimental structures and binding affinities.
The ligand set varies in size from fragment-like small molecules
which bind T4 lysozyme to lead-like molecules which bind
FKBP. Only neutral ligands were considered (Table S3 and
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, SI).

2.1. Parametrization of the Model. Following Linder et
al.,40 system-derived descriptors are used here to scale
coefficients in the linear interaction models. Ligand (π) and
cavity or binding site (η) relative polarities were given by the
ratio PSA/SA, where SA represents the ligand or cavity total
surface area and PSA represents the area of its subset of polar
atoms (Table S3 and Table S4). Ligand surface area was
obtained from the “3V” server,64 and ligand polar surface area

Table 1. Proteins Included in the Training and Test Sets and
Ranges of Binding Affinities of Associated Ligands (in kcal
mol−1)

proteina PDB code ligands −ΔGexp

L99A 3DMV benzene derivatives 4.5−6.7
M102Q 1LI3 benzene derivatives 4.3−5.8
HIVRT 1RT1 HIV1−HIV6 4.9−11.8
FKBP 1FKG FKB1−FKB5 7.8−11.2

aT4 lysozyme mutants L99A and M102Q, HIV-1 reverse transcriptase
(HIVRT), and human FK506 binding protein 12 (FKBP).
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was calculated using the approach of Ertl et al.65 Cavity area
was obtained from the SA of residues in contact with (or less
than 4 Å from) the ligand. Thus, each binding pose has a
characteristic η. Protein carbonyl C, O, N, and H bound to O
and N were assigned as polar atoms.66

Coefficients in the LIE equations were obtained by an
optimization procedure that minimized deviations between
calculated and experimental affinities for a training set of 10 T4
lysozyme ligands, 3 HIVRT ligands, and 10 T4 lysozyme false-
positive poses, as indicated in Table S5. The test set used to
check the performance of the parametrized equations was
composed of a different set of 15 T4 lysozyme binders, 10 T4
lysozyme false-positive poses, 9 T4 lysozyme nonbinders, 3
HIVRT ligands, and 5 FKBP ligands, as indicated in Table 2.
Optimization was carried out with a combination of genetic
(GA)67 and simplex68 algorithms as previously described.69 A
population of 10 individuals with each coefficient represented
by 12 bits was used in the GA. Coefficients in eq 6 could vary
between [0,10] for k5, [−20,20] for k6, and [−10,10] for the
others ki (eqs 6 and S1−S3). Populations evolved for 106

generations. Simplex optimization was carried from the best GA
individuals until the difference in deviations between successive
generations was smaller than 10−6 kcal mol−1.
2.2. Construction of Receptor−Ligand Structures.

Protein structures retrieved from the Protein Databank
(PDB) were used after removal of water and other
crystallization molecules. Incomplete side chains were built
with the WHATIF server.70 Hydrogens were constructed using
the GROMACS PDB parser71 for proteins and Babel 2.272 for
ligands. Ligand geometry was optimized using Gaussian73 with
the AM174 potential if holo crystal structures were unavailable.
To train and test the LIE models, holo structures were taken

from the PDB when available. Otherwise, the most favorable
binding pose obtained from docking the ligand to an apo
structure was used (Table S3). These poses were compared to
known crystal structures of congeneric ligands bound to the
same protein to confirm the docked ligand was complexed in a
plausible binding mode.
Unstable or artificial poses of known binders may be

generated in docking due to inaccuracies in the scoring
functions.27,28,75 Such artificial poses, here called false-positives,
were used as a decoy set to assist in the parametrization of the
LIE equations. Assuming the ligand will occupy a site different
from the known crystallographic site, false-positive poses were
obtained by docking ligands to apo crystal structures using a
grid excluding the known binding site. Selected poses were
submitted to energy minimization, careful heating up ramps,
and 10−20 ns explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations
as described below. False-positive poses were retained only if
the ligand spent more than 20% of the trajectory dissociated
from the protein. Ligand-protein dissociation was monitored by
the ligand solvent accessible surface area (SASA).
Tentative configurational ensembles were generated for apo

T4 lysozyme L99A and M102Q mutants, HIVRT bound to
ligand HIV1 and FKBP bound to ligand FKB1 (Table 1).
Ensembles generated from apo HIVRT and FKBP could not be
used for docking due to large conformational changes which
occluded the binding sites (see Discussion for further details).
Receptor structures were submitted to energy minimization,
and implicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations were run
for 160−235 ns. For each protein, an ensemble was constructed
by 50 configurations (excluding the ligand in the case of
HIVRT and FKBP) collected along trajectories at regular time

intervals (3−4 ns) after stabilization of Cα root mean-squared
deviation (RMSD). For each configuration in an ensemble, 20
docking poses were generated resulting in a total of 1000
ligand-bound structures for each protein−ligand pair.
Dockings to crystal structures were performed with

AutoDock 4.050 with its genetic algorithm search run with
150 individuals for 27,000 generations maximum. Dockings to

Table 2. Binding Free Energies (in kcal mol−1)
Experimentally Measured and Estimated by Eq 6 for the
Ligand Test Set

ligand ΔGexp
a ΔGALICE

L99A
n-butylbenzeneb −6.7 −6.3
propylbenzene −6.5 −5.7
ethylbenzeneb −5.7 −5.1
toluene −5.5 −3.7
benzeneb −5.2 −3.0
3-ethyltoluene −5.1 −5.5
meta-xylene −4.7 −4.5
2-ethyltoluene −4.5 −4.8
propylbenzene >−2.0 −1.4
ortho-xylene (A) >−2.0 0.7
toluene >−2.0 −1.7
4-ethyltoluene >−2.0 −2.1
benzene >−2.0 −0.8
3-methylpyrrole >−2.0 −2.6
phenol >−2.0 −3.1
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene >−2.0 −4.4
cyclohexane >−2.0 −2.6
2-fluoroaniline >−2.0 −2.8

M102Q
(phenylamino)acetonitrileb −5.8 −4.8
toluene −5.2 −4.1
3-methylpyrrole −5.2 −2.9
thieno[3,2-b]thiopheneb −4.9 −3.5
2-ethylphenolb −4.8 −5.0
catecholb −4.4 −2.5
2-ethoxyphenolb −4.3 −4.9
thieno[3,2-b]thiophene >−2.0 −0.3
(phenylamino)acetonitrile >−2.0 −0.4
catechol >−2.0 −2.4
2-propylphenol (A) >−2.0 −1.7
2-ethoxyphenol >−2.0 −0.7
phenylhydrazine >−2.0 −3.0
2-methoxyphenolb >−2.0 −4.5
4-vinylpyridine >−2.0 −4.2
N-(o-tolyl)cyanoformamide >−2.0 −5.0

HIVRT
HIV3 −8.1 −10.5
HIV4 −10.6 −9.5
HIV5 −6.4 −7.4

FKBP
FKB1b −11.0 −10.9
FKB2b −11.2 −11.4
FKB3 −7.8 −7.2
FKB4 −8.5 −7.8
FKB5 −9.6 −9.9

aRepeated from Table S3. bHolo structure taken from the PDB. False-
positive poses of binder molecules are underlined. These poses and
nonbinders were assumed to have ΔGexp > −2.0 kcal mol−1. The label
(A) represents different false-positive poses of the same ligand.
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the configurational ensemble were done with AutoDock Vina21

setting the exhaustiveness level to 8. Conformational search
options were chosen in order to thoroughly search for the
possible docking poses in a given protein structure. Grids with
0.375 Å spacing and 60 to 80 points were centered in the
known binding sites. Protein structures were kept frozen, but
bond torsions were allowed in ligands. Typically, T4 lysozyme
ligands had 0−4 torsions activated, HIVRT ligands had 3−12
torsions, and FKBP ligands had 6−13 torsions (Table S2). The
correction of the restricted volume sampled by the ligand to the
standard concentration (1 M)60 in eq 3 was calculated from the
average volume of the grid used for docking, 2.7 × 104 Å3.
2.3. Protein Force Field and Simulation Details. Energy

contributions for the linear interaction models (eqs 6 and S1−
S3) were obtained after geometry optimizations of protein−
ligand complexes in implicit solvent using the conjugate
gradient approach (T4 lysozyme) or the BFGS algorithm
(HIVRT and FKBP).68 Free protein and ligand contributions
were obtained without the ligand or protein, respectively, but
using the same geometry of the complex. The GBr6 method43

was used to calculate the solvent polarization free energies, GGB
in eq 6.
GROMACS 4.571 was used for all protein geometry

optimizations and MDs. Dynamics were carried out at 300 K
with a 2 fs time-step, and covalent bonds were constrained with
LINCS.76 Proteins were represented by the OPLS-AA force
field.77

In explicit solvent simulations, structures were solvated in a
dodecahedral box with edges at least 8 Å far from the protein.
The SPC/E potential78 was employed for water, and chloride
ions were added to neutralize the charge of the systems.
Periodic boundary conditions were activated. The velocity
rescale method79 was used to control the temperature at 300 K,
and pressure control at 1 bar was applied with the Parrinello−
Rahman method.80 PME81 was used to treat long-range
electrostatics, and a switched potential (cutoffs 0.8, 1.2 nm)
was used to treat van der Waals interactions. Before production
MD, systems were heated in cycles of short 20 ps simulations
with gradual temperature increase (10 K, 50 K, 100 K, 200 K,
and 300 K) and reduction of position restraints over heavy
atoms (240 kcal nm−2, 120 kcal nm−2, 24 kcal nm−2, 2 kcal
nm−2, and 0).
In implicit solvent simulations, the generalized Born (GB)

approximation was used.44 The OBC model was used to
estimate Born radii,45 and the nonpolar contribution was
calculated as in Schaefer et al.46 with a surface tension of 5.4 cal
mol−1 Å−2 for all atoms. MDs were run with a leapfrog
stochastic dynamics integrator, with a friction coefficient τ = 10
ps−1.
2.4. Ligand Force Field. Topologies for ligands were built

manually based on the OPLS-AA force field. Bonding, Lennard-
Jones, and implicit solvation parameters unavailable for certain
atom types in OPLS-AA were approximated from similar
chemical functions. Parameters for dihedral angles of the
thymine ring in HIVRT ligands were taken from the AMBER99
force field82,83 OPLS-AA partial charges were used for nonpolar
ligands or for ligands with one polar group. For ligands with
more than one polar group, partial charges were recalculated
with AM1-CM2.74,84 For small ligands, partial charges for the
whole molecule were recalculated. For the bulky FKBP and
HIVRT ligands, the molecule was divided in fragments, and
those with more than one polar group had their partial charges

recalculated. For HIVRT ligands containing sulfur, the partial
charges were recalculated with HF/6-31G*.
For all ligands, the partial charges used here resulted in total

and component dipole moments in good agreement with a
quantum mechanical (QM) reference (HF/6-31G*, Table S1).
For instance, OPLS-AA partial charges were used for 4-
vinylpyridine resulting in a total dipole moment μ = 2.7 D
which is in good agreement with the QM reference μ = 2.6 D.
Another example is 2-fluoroaniline which has two polar groups.
Its partial charges were recalculated as described above and
resulted in μ = 2.0 D which is in good agreement with the QM
reference, μ = 1.9 D.
All ligand topologies are available online85 or from the

authors upon request.
2.5. Approximations to Implicit Ligand Theory. Given

that only configurations with favorable interaction energies will
contribute significantly to the exponential average in eq 2, here
we use ligand docking to quickly generate ligand−receptor
poses with favorable interactions for a rigid receptor
conformation and approximate Ψ ≈ ΔGint. Thus, eq 2 leads to

∑= − −
Δ

=
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where ΔGint is an intrinsic binding free energy used to estimate
the stability of a given ligand binding pose (see Results, section
3.1). As docking does not generate an equilibrium distribution
of ligand−receptor configurations, application of eq 4 is
approximate. Substitution of interaction energies (Ψ in eq 2)
for an intrinsic binding free energy parametrized against
experimental data may partially correct inaccuracies in the
docking energy function and introduce entropic contributions.
In the limit that one individual sample dominates the

exponential average in eq 4, the dominant pose approximation
may be used

= ΔB Gmin( )D
i

iint, (5)

where only a single intrinsic free energy of binding contribution
is used for each rigid receptor structure.
For the receptor ensemble average, eq 3 is used with Bn

calculated by either eqs 4 or 5. A dominant state approximation
may also be invoked where only a single receptor configuration
[minn (Bn)] is used.

61

Values of N = 50 and ΔGξ = 0.9 kcal mol−1 were employed
here (see section 2.2). A maximum of P = 20 complex
configurations were drawn from docking a ligand to each rigid
receptor configuration. Thus, a maximum of 1000 binding
poses were used in eq 3. For the calculation of BE in eq 4, poses
with intrinsic free energies less favorable by 2.0 kcal mol−1 than
the most stable pose were discarded, effectively leading to 1 ≤ P
≤ 20 (see Table S7).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Parametrization and Performance of LIE Models.

The first goal here was to obtain an accurate yet computation-
ally efficient free energy function to estimate the stability of a
given binding pose obtained for a small-molecule and a given
receptor configuration. This function was called an intrinsic
binding free energy (ΔGint).
Several equations based on LIE models previously proposed

for implicit41,47,49 and explicit29,32,40,86 solvents were tested. A
combination of implicit solvent and geometry optimization of
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ligand−receptor complexes proved reasonably accurate and
computationally fast. As indicated below by comparisons of
errors observed between LIE models parametrized here and
previously available, the following adapted linear interaction
model for continuum electrostatics (ALICE) gave the best
results

η π η π

η π

Δ ≈ Δ = − − + +

+ − + + Δ +

G G k V k V

k G G k G k SASA k

(2 ) ( )

( )
int ALICE vdW

c
elet
c

GB
c

GB
p

GB
l l

1 2

3 4 5 6
(6)

where solvent polarization free energy (GGB), van der Waals
(VvdW), and electrostatic (Velet) potentials were calculated for
optimized geometries of the complex (c), protein (p), and
ligand (l) species. ΔSASAl is the difference in SASA between
bound and free ligand. The processes of ligand insertion in
solution and in the receptor cavity were assumed to be fully
decoupled so that the 6 LIE coefficients were independent.
Energy contributions and relative polarity descriptors for

ligand (π) and receptor cavity (η) are given in the Supporting
Information for all ligands (Table S3 and Table S4). Parameters
obtained after optimization of eq 6 against the training set
described above were k1 = 0.09, k2 = 0.31, k3 = 1.16, k4 = −2.85,
k5 = 0.017 kcal mol−1 Å−2, and k6 = 3.36 kcal mol−1 (Table S6).
Binding free energies estimated with eq 6 are shown in

Figure 1, Table 2, and Table S5. For the 42 small-molecule

complexes in the test set, the RMSD between calculated
(ΔGALICE) and experimental affinities is 1.2 kcal mol−1, the
coefficient of determination (R2)87 is 0.8, and the maximum
error (Emax) is 3.0 kcal mol−1 (Table S6), which drops to 2.4
kcal mol−1 if only binder molecules are considered. All false-
positive poses were properly recognized, but many nonbinders
were not.
In order to compare the results of eq 6 with the Vina docking

energy function,21 ligands in our test set were docked with Vina
to their respective protein crystal structure (native docking) or
to a congeneric holo structure if a native one was not available.
The binding pose given by the most favorable score in Vina was
chosen for comparisons. Error analysis shows that binding free
energies calculated with eq 6 resulted in smaller deviations from

experiment than those estimated with Vina (RMSD = 1.1 or 1.7
kcal mol−1, Emax = 2.2 or 4.3 kcal mol−1, and R2 = 0.7 or 0.4,
respectively). In particular, the performance of our ALICE
model is significantly better than Vina if only FKBP ligands are
considered (RMSD = 0.6 or 2.6 kcal mol−1, Emax = 1.0 or 4.3
kcal mol−1, and R2 = 0.8 or −2.8, respectively).
It is instructive to describe some of the other LIE models

parametrized and tested here. An implicit solvent LIE equation
equivalent to the formulation given by Su et al.49 but with the
cavity and van der Waals free energies of solvation condensed
to one nonpolar contribution46 (eq S1 in the SI) resulted in a
RMSD of 2.2 kcal mol for the test set (Emax = 5.6 kcal mol−1).
Affinities estimated with an adaptative version of the same
model (eq S2) resulted in a RMSD of 1.6 kcal mol−1 (Emax =
4.6 kcal mol−1). An adapted LIE eq (eq S3) in which k6 was
scaled by (1−η) presented a RMSD of 1.4 kcal mol−1 (Emax =
2.8 kcal mol−1). The number of outliers found for predictions
with this last model was, however, 50% larger than found with
eq 6 (Table S6).
Adapted LIE models with the same energetic contributions

but with different combinations of the polarity descriptors were
also tested, but eq 6 is the most accurate model. A similar result
was observed by Linder et al.40 for adapted LIE models in
explicit solvent.

3.2. Averaging Multiple Ligand and Receptor Config-
urations. The second goal of this study was to test procedures
and approximations based on the implicit ligand theory61 to
average the intrinsic free energies calculated for an ensemble of
ligand−receptor complexes. Three combinations of ligand pose
and receptor configuration averages were tested: In ΔGEE, eq 4
is used to average the ligand poses and to calculate the binding
potential of mean-force for each receptor structure, and eq 3 is
used to average the receptor configurational distribution. In
ΔGDE, eq 5 is used to calculate the binding potential of mean-
force, and eq 3 is used to average the receptor distribution.
Finally in ΔGDD, eq 5 is again used to calculate the binding
potential of mean-force, and a dominant state approximation is
used for the receptor distribution (see section 2.5).
Table 3 shows results obtained by the averaging procedures

for the full ligand set (previously divided in training and test
sets). Error analysis in comparison to experimental affinities is
shown in Table 4.
The highest deviations observed in Table 3 are due to the

L99A ligands benzene, toluene, and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene and
to the M102Q ligands 2-fluoroaniline, toluene, 3-methylpyrrole,
thieno[3.2-b]thiophene, and N-(o-tolyl)cyanoformamide. All of
these also show high ΔGALICE deviations. In order to isolate
contributions of the averaging procedures from inaccuracies in
the intrinsic free energy function, all ALICE outliers, i.e., the
ligands cited above and catechol, 2-methoxyphenol, 4-vinyl-
pyridine, and HIV3, were removed from the error analysis.
Deviations calculated for this ligand set show slightly smaller

RMSDs and determination coefficients closer to one when
going from the exponential averages (ΔGEE) to the dominant
pose (ΔGDE) and state (ΔGDD) approximations. However, the
maximum errors (Emax) are higher for ΔGDD due to
overstabilization of HIVRT and FKBP ligands.
It is useful to analyze errors for each receptor separately. For

T4 lysozyme mutants, the dominant pose and state
approximation results in smaller deviations than the exponential
averaging procedures. In fact, ΔGDD shows a RMSD smaller
than that observed for ΔGALICE for L99A ligands (Table 2 and
Table S6) suggesting that receptor conformational selection

Figure 1. Binding free energies estimated by eq 6. T4 lysozyme L99A
ligands are shown as triangles (▲), M102Q ligands are lozenges (◆),
HIVRT ligands are circles (•), and FKBP ligands are squares (■).
Ligands in the training set are shown as empty symbols, and ligands in
the test set are shown as filled symbols. Dashed and dotted lines
indicate y = x ± 1.2 kcal mol−1.
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contributes to the calculation of binding free energies even for
the small and hydrophobic L99A ligands and for the relatively
rigid T4 lysozyme engineered cavity. Results for the M102Q
mutant show higher deviations which in part may be due to the
higher inaccuracies in the ALICE model for this receptor
(Table 2).

For HIVRT and specially for FKBP ligands, the opposite
trend is observed. The best predictions were obtained for
exponential averaging of both pose and receptor configurations
(ΔGEE). The dominant approximations overstabilize the
binding free energies because some binding poses are as
much as 3.5 kcal mol−1 more stable than the experimental free
energy.
The relative rankings of binding affinities among the HIVRT

and the FKBP ligands are recovered with all averaging
procedures, except for the two ligands with the most favorable
affinities in each receptor. However, experimental and
calculated differences between these two ligands are smaller
than 0.3 kcal mol−1.
If the Vina docking energy function is used to approximate Ψ

in eq 2, the free energies predicted show significative
disagreement with experiment for all ligand sets. For example,
ΔGEE

Vina calculated for the FKBP ligands give RMSD = 3.8 kcal
mol−1, Emax = 4.6 kcal mol−1, and R2 = −7.0 suggesting that the
docking energy function will give meaningless results if used to
approximate the solvent-mediated interaction energy in eq 2.
This result can be traced to the Vina inability to discriminate
false-positive poses. Almost all poses generated from docking
were on average used to calculate BE

Vina. On the other hand, less
than half of the generated poses were on average used to
calculate BE

ALICE for the same set of ligand−receptor poses
(Figure S2 and Table S7).

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. ALICE Model Contributions, Performance, and

Limitations. Several LIE equations with different definitions of
the nonpolar solvation contribution and with different
combinations of polarity descriptors were described and tested
here. The best predictions for a test set composed of 42 small-

Table 3. Binding Free Energies (in kcal mol−1)
Experimentally Measured and Estimated by the Averaging
Procedures Described in the Text for the Full Ligand Set

ligand ΔGexp
a ΔGEE ΔGDE ΔGDD

L99A
isobutylbenzene −6.4 −4.1 −4.4 −5.6
4-ethyltoluene −5.4 −3.7 −4.1 −4.7
para-xylene −4.6 −3.1 −3.5 −4.1
indole −4.9 −2.7 −3.2 −3.8
ortho-xylene −4.6 −3.1 −3.6 −4.2
n-butylbenzene −6.7 −4.4 −4.7 −5.7
propylbenzene −6.5 −3.8 −4.2 −5.1
ethylbenzene −5.7 −3.1 −3.7 −4.1
toluene −5.5 −2.5 −3.1 −3.5
benzene −5.2 −1.7 −2.3 −3.0
3-ethyltoluene −5.1 −3.7 −4.1 −4.8
meta-xylene −4.7 −3.1 −3.6 −4.0
2-ethyltoluene −4.5 −3.7 −4.1 −4.8
3-methylpyrrole >−2.0 −1.3 −2.0 −2.3
phenol >−2.0 −1.5 −2.1 −2.6
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene >−2.0 −3.6 −3.9 −4.9
cyclohexane >−2.0 −1.9 −2.4 −2.7
2-fluoroaniline >−2.0 −1.7 −2.3 −2.8

M102Q
2-fluoroaniline −5.5 −1.5 −2.1 −2.8
5-chloro-2-methylphenol −5.3 −2.6 −3.2 −4.0
benzyl acetate −4.7 −4.4 −4.5 −5.6
ortho-cresol −4.7 −2.1 −2.6 −3.2
2-propylphenol −5.6 −3.5 −3.8 −4.7
(phenylamino)acetonitrile −5.8 −3.2 −3.4 −4.4
toluene −5.2 −2.3 −2.6 −3.1
3-methylpyrrole −5.2 −0.9 −1.6 −2.0
thieno[3.2-b]thiophene −4.9 −1.7 −1.9 −2.7
2-ethylphenol −4.8 −2.7 −3.2 −3.9
catechol −4.4 −2.8 −3.0 −4.5
2-ethoxyphenol −4.3 −2.6 −3.1 −3.9
phenylhydrazine >−2.0 −1.6 −2.3 −3.2
2-methoxyphenol >−2.0 −2.1 −2.7 −3.3
4-vinylpyridine >−2.0 −2.3 −2.7 −3.2
N-(o-tolyl)cyanoformamide >−2.0 −1.8 −2.4 −3.6

HIVRT
HIV1 −11.5 −10.4 −11.1 −12.2
HIV2 −4.9 −4.6 −5.2 −6.3
HIV3 −8.1 −8.6 −9.2 −10.0
HIV4 −10.6 −8.7 −9.2 −10.6
HIV5 −6.4 −7.5 −8.2 −9.8
HIV6 −11.8 −10.3 −10.5 −12.0

FKBP
FKB1 −11.0 −11.9 −12.6 −13.8
FKB2 −11.2 −11.7 −12.2 −13.3
FKB3 −7.8 −7.4 −8.2 −9.3
FKB4 −8.5 −7.6 −8.2 −9.4
FKB5 −9.6 −10.7 −11.2 −12.8

aRepeated from Table S3. Nonbinders were assumed to have ΔGexp >
−2.0 kcal mol−1.

Table 4. Error Analysis of the Binding Free Energies
Calculated by the Averaging Procedures Proposed for
Different Ligand Sets

ΔGEE ΔGDE ΔGDD

Full Ligand Set (Table 3)a

RMSD 1.7 1.5 1.3
Emax 2.9 2.6 3.4
R2 0.6 0.7 0.8

L99A Ligandsa

RMSD 1.7 1.4 0.7
Emax 2.7 2.3 1.5
R2 0.0 0.3 0.8

M102Q Ligandsa

RMSD 2.2 1.8 1.3
Emax 2.9 2.6 2.1
R2 −3.0 −1.8 −0.4

HIVRT Ligands
RMSD 1.2 1.2 1.7
Emax 1.9 1.8 3.4
R2 0.8 0.8 0.6

FKBP Ligands
RMSD 0.8 1.1 2.3
Emax 1.1 1.7 3.2
R2 0.6 0.3 −1.9

aLigands with a ΔGALICE deviation from the experimental affinity
higher than one RMSD (1.2 kcal mol−1, Table 2) were removed from
the error analysis. Deviations (in kcal mol−1, except for R2) were
calculated for each set in comparison to experimental affinities.
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molecule complexes of 4 different receptors were obtained with
eq 6 with 6 adjustable parameters. None of the ligands in the
test set were used in the parametrization training set.
Deviations observed with this ALICE model and with
previously proposed LIE models are similar. For instance, the
implicit solvent LIE model proposed by Su et al. has 4
adjustable parameters and resulted in a RMSD of 1.3 kcal mol−1

with R2 = 0.62 for a set of 57 HIVRT ligands (including the 6
HIVRT ligands used here).49 The implicit solvent LIE model
with 2 adjustable parameters proposed by Kolb et al. showed a
RMSD of 1.6 kcal mol−1 with a correlation coefficient of 0.52
for a set of 128 EGFR kinase ligands.36 The LIE model
proposed by Wall et al. has 3 adjustable parameters and showed
a RMSD of 1.6 kcal mol−1 and a correlation coefficient of 0.62
for a set of 15 neuraminidase inhibitiors.35 Finally, the adapted
LIE model for explicit solvent proposed by Linder et al. has 3
adjustable parameters and resulted in a mean absolute deviation
(similar to a RMSD) of 1.6 kcal mol−1, Emax = 3.4 kcal mol−1,
and R2 = 0.72 for a diverse set of 38 ligands and their respective
16 receptors.40 Deviations reported for these four LIE models
were obtained with the same ligands (or with a congeneric set
of ligands) used for training the models. Still, the ALICE model
proposed has the smallest RMSD and the determination
coefficient closest to 1.
In order to analyze the energy contributions included in the

ALICE model, it should be noted that implicit solvation is not
pairwise decomposable in general. Consequently, the splitting
of solute−solvent interactions necessary for LIE calculations is
not unique. The solvent polarization energy in the bound
ligand state is given by (GGB

c − GGB
c′ ) where the initial state, c′,

indicates a complex with ligand charges turned off. As discussed
by Su et al.,49 the initial state is approximated here to the free
protein (p). With the GBr6 method,43 the electrostatic
polarization energy calculated for the training set changes by
0.2−0.7 kcal mol−1 between these two initial state definitions.
This polarization response is scaled by the cavity polarity
descriptor in eq 6. A combination with the ligand polarity did
not result in better predictions.
Nonpolar solvent contributions from the free ligand and the

receptor complex were replaced by a simple ΔSASA term
without loss of accuracy. Previous work suggested that the
constant term in a LIE equation, γ in eq 1 or k6 in eq 6, may be
related to binding site hydrophobicity32,34 or nonpolar surface
area.88 An ALICE model (eq S3 in the SI) in which the
constant term is scaled by the nonpolar cavity surface (1−η)
was tested, but this modification also did not result in better
performance.
The comparable accuracy obtained here for different LIE

models (eq 6 and eqs S1−S3) suggests the exact form of a LIE
equation is less important given a proper parametrization is
conducted. Significant departure from theoretical values is
observed for the parameters obtained here. For instance,
k2(η+π), equivalent to the parameter β in previous LIE models
(eq 1), ranged from 0.03 to 0.27. This is below the theoretical
value of β = 0.5.29,49 It is expected that parameter values will
mutually compensate model assumptions and inaccuracies in
the solvent model, molecular mechanical potentials, etc. Thus,
the parametrized LIE equations presented here may be cast as
linear free energy relationships which coefficients are only
bounded by the linear response theory.30

Applications of these LIE models depend, however, on their
transferability for receptors and ligands not included in the
training set used to parametrize the equations. Here coefficients

were scaled by ligand and cavity polarities in order to increase
model transferability.40 Eq 6 correctly predicts affinities for
ligands which receptors were either included (T4 lysozyme and
HIVRT) or not (FKBP) in the training set. The sensitivity of
ΔGALICE on the η and π descriptor values is small. Variations of
∼0.2 kcal mol−1 were observed when descriptor values were
scaled by ±20%. Predictions for other receptors and ligands
should have similar accuracy, but an extensive test of
transferability is left for future studies.
The computational efficiency observed for eq 6 suggests it

can be used to predict affinities for large ligand sets. For
instance, our ALICE model could be used instead of the scoring
or energy functions currently employed in molecular docking.
To this end, ligand−receptor poses would have to be generated
by the conformational search procedures found in docking21,50

or by another method such as mining-minima.89 Ligand and
protein topologies containing connectivity, force field param-
eters, and polarity descriptors would have to be available or
built. Although cumbersome when manually done, this process
can be made fairly automatic.64,66,90

In order to improve the ALICE model proposed, it may be
useful to analyze the highest deviations found. The following
ligands are described as eq 6 outliers since they show deviations
larger than one RMSD: benzene, toluene, 1,3,5-trimethylben-
zene (L99A), 2-fluoroaniline, catechol, 3-methylpyrrole, thieno-
[3,2-b]thiophene, 4-vinylpiridine, 2-methoxyphenol, N-(o-
tolyl)cyanoformamide (M102Q), and HIV3. All but 2-
fluoroaniline belong to the test set, and all T4 lysozyme
outliers have underestimated free energies. Most of these
ligands are also outliers for eqs S1−S3 (see Table S6).
The binding affinity increases for L99A ligands upon addition

of linear methylene units, as seen for benzene to toluene and up
to n-butylbenzene. The experimental free energy difference
upon methylene addition in this series is 0.2−0.3 kcal mol−1 but
between ethylbenzene and propylbenzene, which is 0.8 kcal
mol−1. Although eq 6 incorrectly predicts a small stability to
benzene and toluene, appropriate affinities are predicted upon
increasing the number of methylene units. This observation
suggests a slightly unbalanced description of the nonpolar
contributions involving aliphatic and aromatic carbons. An
atom-type dependent surface tension, k5 in eq 6, could amend
this problem.
The hydrophobic ligand 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene should

interact more favorably with the L99A nonpolar engineered
binding site than with water, as suggested by the free energy
calculated with the ALICE model. Docking suggests that there
is enough room to accommodate this relatively bulky ligand in
the L99A cavity (Table S7). However, the experimental free
energy shows that 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene is a L99A nonbinder.
As T4 lysozyme must show some breathing or opening
movement to allow the entrance or exit of ligands from the
engineered cavity,91 we speculate that 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene is
a kinetic nonbinder and that there may not be a low energy
pathway allowing its entrance into the L99A cavity.
The highest number of outliers were found for M102Q

ligands. Possibly electrostatic interactions were not described or
sampled correctly in the LIE models tested. Yet no correlation
was found between outliers and significant flaws in the
description of their dipole moments (Table S1) or the
availability of experimental ligand−receptor structures. The
lack of holo crystal structures for some ligands and the
possibility that receptor structures used for the calculation of
ΔGALICE are not representative of complexes observed in
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aqueous solution may contribute for inaccuracies in the
prediction of intrinsic binding free energies. This appears to
be the case for catechol as discussed in the next section.
4.2. Analysis of the Proposed Conformational

Averaging Schemes. Ensembles for all target receptors
were initially built with apo protein representations. For the T4
lysozyme mutants, 3 structures out of 50 in the L99A ensemble
and 11 structures out of 50 for the M102Q ensemble had their
binding cavity fully blocked by side-chains rotations. Docking
to these receptor structures did not yield complexes with ligand
inside the engineered binding site even for small ligands such as
toluene. This problem was more pronounced for the HIVRT
and FKBP bulky ligands as none of the receptor structures
obtained from apo molecular dynamics after equilibration were
able to accommodate ligands in its crystallographic binding site.
Thus, molecular dynamics obtained from holo structures were
used to generate the HIVRT and FKBP ensembles.
Affinities were consistently underestimated for T4 lysozyme

mutants by all three combinations of ensemble averages tested.
Although ΔGDD shows a small RMSD and a favorable error
analysis for L99A ligands, the dominant approximation that
counts only the most favorable pose underestimates affinities
for almost all T4 lysozyme ligands but catechol (see below).
This tendency suggests that the tentative apo M102Q ensemble
used here systematically degrades the structural representation
in comparison to the crystal structures. As noted, side-chains
rotations block the binding cavity even for the relatively rigid
engineered site in T4 lysozyme. Apo protein ensembles have to
be used carefully and possibly enlarged or modified92 to
accommodate ligand binding.
The only notable exception is catechol binding to M102Q.

Although the ALICE free energy function predicts unstable
binding for catechol to the crystal (holo) configuration,
favorable binding is predicted by ΔGDD. Thus, receptor
configurational sampling is important for the prediction of
catechol binding, and the M102Q crystal configuration may
have a low contribution to the binding affinity. In fact, it has
been shown that catechol has at least two binding modes93 and
that enhanced sampling is required to compute its binding free
energy correctly.18

Increasing the number of poses that contribute to
exponential averaging results in less favorable binding free
energies for all ligands tested. This “dilution” effect has two
possible causes. One is artificially related to the discrimination
of poses that should contribute to the ensemble averages. It
depends on the discriminatory quality of the intrinsic free
energy function. The second cause has a physical origin as the
macroscopically measured affinity may be an average of several
binding poses, some of which will have higher intrinsic free
energies of binding.
Free energies calculated for the T4 lysozyme mutants

decrease up to 50% on going from ΔGDD to ΔGEE. The
dilution effect is more pronounced for T4 lysozyme because the
intrinsic free energy differences between ligand poses inside or
outside the engineered binding site is small (<2.0 kcal mol−1).
Consequently, it is harder to discriminate poses that should
contribute to the ensemble averages from decoy poses. In fact,
for all T4 lysozyme ligands, the average number of poses
included in the calculation of the binding potential of mean-
force (eq 4) is higher than the average number of poses inside
the receptor binding site (Table S7).
The importance of pose discrimination on ensemble averages

is also illustrated when the Vina energy function is used as an

approximation instead of ΔGALICE (eq 6). The exponentially
averaged free energies obtained in this case are significantly less
favorable than the corresponding dominant approximation
(ΔGDD

Vina) for the same set of ligand−receptor poses.
For HIVRT and FKBP ligands, pose discrimination with the

ALICE model is rather accurate. Although the absolute values
of binding free energies are higher, the predictions with the
ALICE intrinsic free energy function show smaller deviations
for both receptors (Table 2). The better discrimination is
reflected by the average number of poses used to calculate BE
which is closer to the average number of poses found inside the
receptor binding site (Table S7).
Thus, for HIVRT and FKBP ligands, the decrease of

calculated free energies on going from ΔGDD to ΔGEE does
not appear artifactual but a physical effect due to averaging a
distribution of ligand−receptor conformations. Induced fit is
expected to change the receptor conformational distribution
upon ligand complexation. Indeed, some of the configurations
found for the complexes with the receptor ensemble show more
favorable intrinsic free energies of binding. This also explains
the overstabilization observed for ΔGDD predictions.
Receptor reorganization free energy will be accounted for if

the ensemble is canonically distributed and wide enough to
represent the relevant receptor motions. If ligand binding has a
large reorganization free energy, the associated receptor
motions will have high free energy costs, and the number or
fraction of binding-competent configurations in the ensemble
will be small. Consequently, a ligand complex formed with such
rare receptor configurations will only contribute significatively
to the final exponential average if it has a highly favorable
intrinsic binding free energy. On the other hand, if the
reorganization free energy for ligand binding is small, the
fraction of binding-competent configurations in the ensemble
will be large, and a reasonable number of ligand complexes with
these popular receptor configurations will contribute to the
average even if their intrinsic binding free energies are not
highly favorable.
We do not investigate here what is the appropriate size of the

ensemble to account for the reorganization energy correctly,
but 50 configurations appear to be insufficient, specially if an
apo structure is used to generate the ensemble.92 When a holo
structure is used to generate a tentative ensemble, the full
receptor reorganization energy may not be accounted for, but
the relative contribution upon a series of congeneric ligands can
be retrieved.
Finally, which of the three averaging procedures should be

applied? The answer depends on the receptor ensemble and the
intrinsic free energy function. For receptor ensembles with
unknown or biased distributions, with insufficient sampling and
for free energy functions that cannot discriminate correct
binding poses from decoys, the dominant pose and state
approximation (ΔGDD) should be applied. For more flexible
receptors and upon increasing the quality of the conformational
ensemble, the state exponential average (ΔGDE) might be
included. The exponential average for multiple ligand
configurations (ΔGEE) should be employed only when a
calibrated and discriminatory intrinsic free energy function is
available. This is probably the case for the ALICE model
proposed (eq 6) with lead-like ligands.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have parametrized an adapted linear interaction energy
model that employs a simple combination of energy
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minimization of ligand-protein geometries with implicit
solvation. This model is able to retrospectively predict binding
affinities for different receptors with accuracy similar to other
LIE models which employ more expensive molecular dynamics
simulations to sample configurations and more detailed solvent
models.29−31,40,49 LIE models using geometry optimization and
implicit solvation have already been successfully applied by
other authors.36,47

Conformational sampling is divided and approximated in
several steps here. Solvent degrees of freedom, in particular the
important dielectric response, are treated implicitly with a
continuum electrostatic model. Ligand internal torsion and
relative orientation in receptor complexes are evaluated within
the docking algorithm when poses are generated. Finally,
receptor conformations are sampled from a configurational
ensemble, which is generated once and repeatedly used for
preparing ligand-protein complexes for a series of congeneric
ligands. It should be noted that the proposed ALICE model can
be used to predict binding affinities given either a single
receptor structure or a conformational distribution.
For the prediction of binding to flexible protein targets, it is

useful to represent the receptor structure by conformational
ensembles.6,7,53,56,57 Based on the implicit ligand theory,61

averaging procedures were proposed and tested to estimate
affinities for ligand binding to four different receptors with
structures represented by tentative conformational ensembles.
The scheme proposed is computationally efficient and could be
applied to average contributions of ∼106 ligand−receptor poses
for each ligand tested.
In principle, to be useful in the prediction of ligand binding, a

receptor conformational ensemble should follow the Boltz-
mann distribution and describe all motions or structural
rearrangements relevant for small-molecule complexation.
Here, tentative ensembles were built without much attention
to statistical distribution or to sampling of relevant motions by
running simple molecular dynamics in implicit solvent.
Consequently, results obtained by averaging contributions
from these receptor ensembles do not aim to reproduce
experimental affinities and should be analyzed only qualita-
tively. It should be noted that there is no consensus on how to
obtain conformational ensembles that are suitable to predict
ligand binding.7,53,54,92

Nevertheless, we find that good discrimination between
binding poses and decoys is essential to calculate accurate
binding affinities, particularly when contributions from several
putative binding poses and different receptor configurations are
(exponentially) averaged. Approximations used here such as
sampling by docking instead of a statistical distribution or
innacuracies in the intrinsic free energy function may contribute
to the difficulty in distinguishing binding poses from decoys.
For lead-like ligands, we found that the ALICE model proposed
is able to discriminate poses resulting in binding free energy
predictions in good agreement with experiment.
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Along with eq. 6 in the main text, the following LIE equationswere parametrized and tested:

∆Gint ≈ k1V
c
vdW+k2V

c
elet+k3(G

c
GB−Gp

GB)+k4Gl
GB+k7(G

c
NP−Gp

NP)+k8Gl
NP+k6 (S1)

≈ k1(2−η −π)Vc
vdW+k2(η +π)Vc

elet+k3(G
c
GB−Gp

GB)+k4πGl
GB+

k7(G
c
NP−Gp

NP)+k8πGl
NP+k6 (S2)

≈ k1(2−η −π)Vc
vdW+k2(η +π)Vc

elet+k3η(Gc
GB−Gp

GB)+k4πGl
GB+k5∆SASAl +

k6(1−η) (S3)

whereGNP is the implicit solvent nonpolar free energy46 for the complex (c), protein (p) and ligand

(l ) species, and the remaining terms were defined in eq. 6. Coefficients are given in Table S6.
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Figure S1: Structures of HIVRT and FKBP ligands employed in the data set. Please, note that an
extra methylene unit was misplaced on FKB3 and FKB4 structures given in a previous reference.94

Figure S2: Superposition of poses for 2-propylphenol boundto M102Q obtained by docking to
the tentative configurational ensemble. Only one protein structure is shown in gray cartoon. The
ligand is shown in sticks and is colored according to ALICE (left) and Vina (right) intrinsic binding
free energy. The crystalographic binding site is populatedwith ligands shown in red and orange.
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Table S1: Dipole moments and respective components (in Debye) for selected ligands.

ligand dipole - FFa dipole - QMb

total x y z total x y z
M102Q

2-fluoroaniline 2.0 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.9 1.4 0.6 1.1
catechol 2.1 -1.7 -1.2 0.0 2.1 -1.7 -1.3 0.0
benzyl acetate 4.3 1.3 -4.1 0.3 4.8 1.4 -4.6 0.3
2-ethoxyphenol 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.1 2.5 1.1 1.9 1.1
phenylhydrazine 0.9 0.8 -0.4 0.1 1.4 1.3 -0.6 0.2
2-methoxyphenol 2.1 1.4 1.0 -1.2 2.4 2.0 0.8 -1.2
3-methylpyrrole 1.4 -1.3 -0.1 -0.5 1.7 -1.4 -0.1 -0.9
4-vinylpyridine 2.7 -2.6 -0.6 -0.1 2.6 -2.6 -0.4 -0.1
N-(o-tolyl) cyanoformamide 4.9 -3.2 2.8 2.4 5.1 -3.4 2.9 2.5

HIVRT
HIV1 2.6 -1.6 0.0 2.1 4.2 -2.9 -0.1 3.0
HIV2 4.1 -3.3 -1.3 2.1 6.9 -4.8 -2.7 4.1
HIV3 5.1 -5.1 0.9 0.3 5.4 -5.3 1.2 0.5
HIV4 4.0 4.0 0.0 0.1 4.2 4.2 -0.4 0.0
HIV5 4.5 2.9 -1.1 3.3 5.2 3.9 -1.5 3.1
HIV6 3.3 -3.0 0.4 1.4 4.6 -4.4 1.0 1.0

FKBP
FKB1 3.9 -1.3 0.7 3.5 4.6 -0.7 0.8 4.5
FKB2 4.5 0.6 2.3 3.8 4.6 0.7 2.9 3.4
FKB3 4.2 2.4 0.6 -3.4 4.8 2.2 0.7 -4.2
FKB4 4.5 3.4 -2.0 2.3 4.3 3.5 -2.0 1.5
FKB5 4.3 0.4 -0.4 -4.3 4.1 1.6 -0.6 -3.7

a Force field parametrized here.b Quantum mechanical reference (HF/6-31G*).
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Table S2: Number of torsions activated in docking experiments for all ligands tested.

L99A and M102Q ligands
isobutylbenzene 4 cyclohexane 0
4-ethyltoluene 3 2-fluoroaniline 1
benzene 0 5-chloro-2-methylphenol 2
indole 0 benzyl acetate 4
ortho-xylene 2 ortho-cresol 2
n-butylbenzene 4 catechol 2
propylbenzene 3 (phenylamino)acetonitrile 2
ethylbenzene 2 2-propylphenol 4
toluene 1 toluene 1
3-ethyltoluene 3 thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 0
meta-xylene 2 2-ethylphenol 3
para-xylene 2 2-ethoxyphenol 4
2-ethyltoluene 3 phenylhydrazine 2
3-methylpyrrole 1 2-methoxyphenol 3
phenol 1 4-vinylpyridine 1
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 3N-(o-tolyl) cyanoformamide 2

FKBP ligands HIVRT ligands
FKB1 13 HIV1 9
FKB2 13 HIV2 3
FKB3 6 HIV3 7
FKB4 10 HIV4 8
FKB5 12 HIV5 8

HIV6 12
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Table S3: PDB code for holo structures, descriptors (η andπ), surface area variations (in Å2),
experimental binding free energies and energetic contributions (both in kcal mol−1) used for the
LIE models.

ligand PDB
codea

∆Gb
exp η π ∆SASAl Vc

vdW Vc
elet Gc

GB−Gp
GB Gl

GB

L99A
isobutylbenzene 184L95 -6.496 0.13 0.00 -287 -31.0 -1.3 1.0 -0.4
benzene 1L8362 -5.296 0.13 0.00 -198 -17.7 -2.0 0.5 -0.5
indole 185L95 -4.996 0.14 0.10 -228 -22.6 -5.9 0.6 -1.5
ortho-xylene 188L95 -4.696 0.13 0.00 -215 -24.7 -2.3 0.9 -0.7
4-ethyltoluene - -5.496 0.15 0.00 -271 -25.7 -2.1 1.0 -0.6
ethylbenzene 1NHB95 -5.796 0.13 0.00 -251 -25.1 -1.8 0.8 -0.5
para-xylene 187L95 -4.696 0.11 0.00 -228 -24.5 -1.4 0.6 -0.6
n-butylbenzene 186L95 -6.796 0.12 0.00 -274 -30.4 -1.9 1.2 -0.5
meta-xylene - -4.796 0.17 0.00 -245 -22.5 -2.7 0.9 -0.7
propylbenzene - -6.596 0.13 0.00 -271 -26.9 -1.6 0.9 -0.5
2-ethyltoluene - -4.596 0.17 0.00 -252 -24.0 -1.5 0.8 -0.6
3-ethyltoluene - -5.196 0.14 0.00 -269 -25.8 -2.4 1.1 -0.6
toluene - -5.596 0.18 0.00 -231 -19.3 -1.3 0.4 -0.6
phenol - >-2.096 0.14 0.16 -219 -18.8 -6.8 0.2 -1.6
cyclohexane - >-2.096 0.18 0.00 -183 -18.6 -0.2 0.8 0.1
1,3,5-
trimethylbenzene

- >-2.096 0.17 0.00 -222 -24.6 -2.7 1.0 -0.7

2-fluoroaniline - >-2.063 0.22 0.19 -229 -18.7 -3.8 0.2 -1.5
3-methylpyrrole - >-2.063 0.17 0.12 -198 -18.5 -2.2 0.3 -1.3

M102Q
ortho-cresol 3HT617 -4.717 0.21 0.13 -230 -23.9 -7.4 0.6 -1.2
2-fluoroaniline 1LGW63 -5.563 0.20 0.19 -230 -20.5 -10.4 1.2 -1.5
catechol 1XEP93 -4.417 0.22 0.30 -215 -22.9 -2.6 -0.5 -1.6
5-chloro-2--
methylphenol

3HT817 -5.317 0.22 0.12 -268 -24.1 -7.1 0.0 -1.6

benzyl acetate 3HUK17 -4.717 0.19 0.14 -278 -32.3 -2.9 0.0 -1.6
(phenylamino)-
acetonitrile

2RBN97 -5.817 0.18 0.20 -264 -26.5 -12.0 1.1 -2.4

thieno[3,2-
b]thiophene

3HUQ17 -4.917 0.23 0.38 -244 -24.6 -2.9 0.6 -0.7

2-ethoxyphenol 3HU817 -4.317 0.19 0.16 -265 -29.4 -2.8 0.0 -2.0
2-propylphenol 3HTB17 -5.617 0.18 0.11 -279 -30.1 -4.6 0.2 -1.5
2-ethylphenol 3HT717 -4.817 0.19 0.12 -255 -26.6 -5.4 0.1 -1.5
3-methylpyrrole - -5.263 0.19 0.12 -198 -18.6 -7.4 1.0 -1.3
toluene - -5.263 0.22 0.00 -234 -22.3 -1.8 0.7 -0.6
2-methoxyphenol 3HT917 >-2.017 0.16 0.18 -251 -26.2 -3.9 0.1 -1.4
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ligand PDB
codea

∆Gb
exp η π ∆SASAl Vc

vdW Vc
elet Gc

GB−Gp
GB Gl

GB

4-vinylpyridine - >-2.017 0.22 0.08 -239 -24.1 1.0 -0.6 -1.2
phenylhydrazine - >-2.017 0.22 0.25 -213 -22.1 -9.5 1.1 -2.0
N-(o-tolyl)
cyanoformamide

- >-2.098 0.21 0.27 -265 -30.9 -10.6 1.1 -2.2

HIVRT
HIV1 1RT199 -11.5100 0.24 0.18 -425 -59.7 -11.1 -3.1 -6.1
HIV2 - -4.9101 0.24 0.34 -319 -44.9 -6.9 -2.5 -4.9
HIV3 - -8.1101 0.24 0.24 -442 -54.9 -15.3 -2.0 -5.7
HIV4 - -10.6101 0.24 0.26 -404 -56.9 -13.7 -2.7 -6.1
HIV5 - -6.4102 0.23 0.27 -397 -50.6 -18.7 -4.4 -8.8
HIV6 - -11.8103 0.23 0.28 -473 -60.9 -30.5 -1.8 -7.9

FKBP
FKB1 1FKG104 -11.0104 0.39 0.14 -389 -49.7 -15.9 0.2 -3.5
FKB2 1FKH104 -11.2104 0.35 0.14 -399 -51.6 -21.5 2.1 -3.5
FKB3 - -7.8104 0.36 0.21 -317 -38.7 -13.2 0.6 -3.0
FKB4 - -8.5104 0.36 0.21 -328 -39.1 -14.9 0.6 -3.0
FKB5 - -9.6104 0.36 0.17 -376 -50.4 -12.7 0.4 -3.2

a If PDB code is not given, a holo structure was not available and the ligand-receptor
configuration was obtained from docking to the receptor structure in PDB 1NHB (L99A), 3HT6
(M102Q), 1RT1 (HIVRT) or 1FKG (FKBP).b Superscripts give the original references from
where experimental affinities were retrieved. Non-bindersare shown in bold and were assumed to
have∆Gexp>−2.0 kcal mol−1.
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Table S4: Adaptative descriptor (η), surface area variations (in Å2) and energetic contributions (in
kcal mol−1) for false-positive poses.

liganda η ∆SASAl Vc
vdW Vc

elet (Gc
GB - Gp

GB) Gl
GB

L99A
indole 0.50 -158 -18.0 -3.6 0.4 -1.5
isobutylbenzene 0.46 -129 -14.4 -7.4 1.6 -0.4
benzene 0.47 -149 -13.4 0.2 0.3 -0.5
4-ethyltoluene (A) 0.40 -175 -17.8 1.5 -0.3 -0.6
4-ethyltoluene (B) 0.56 -195 -17.5 -2.7 0.8 -0.6
ortho-xylene (A) 0.51 -149 -15.9 1.4 0.2 -0.7
ortho-xylene (B) 0.51 -66 -11.2 -2.5 0.6 -0.7
propylbenzene 0.52 -171 -17.7 0.7 0.6 -0.5
toluene 0.48 -185 -16.4 2.3 0.0 -0.6
para-xylene 0.55 -96 -12.5 -2.7 0.5 -0.6

M102Q
catechol 0.47 -147 -11.4 -15.9 0.6 -1.6
2-fluoroaniline (A) 0.53 -168 -12.3 -9.6 0.7 -1.5
2-fluoroaniline (B) 0.43 -118 -8.1 -10.6 0.4 -1.5
ortho-cresol 0.48 -136 -9.6 -17.6 1.9 -1.2
5-chloro-2-methylphenol 0.48 -123 -12.0 -6.0 -0.2 -1.6
thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 0.51 -138 -13.3 -3.7 0.4 -0.7
(phenylamino)acetonitrile 0.30 -113 -12.5 -12.1 0.9 -2.4
2-propylphenol (A) 0.33 -157 -15.2 -7.3 -0.4 -1.5
2-propylphenol (B) 0.57 -146 -17.1 -2.7 -0.7 -1.5
2-ethoxyphenol 0.63 -172 -19.4 4.4 -1.4 -2.0

a A and B represent different poses for the same ligand.
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Table S5: Binding free energies (in kcal mol−1) experimentally measured and estimated by eq. 6
for ligands in thetraining set.

ligand ∆Ga
exp ∆GALICE ligand ∆Ga

exp ∆GALICE

L99A M102Q
isobutylbenzeneb -6.4 -6.6 2-fluoroanilineb -5.5 -3.7
4-ethyltoluene -5.4 -5.4 5-chloro-2-methylphenolb -5.3 -5.0
para-xyleneb -4.6 -4.6 benzyl acetateb -4.7 -5.9
indoleb -4.9 -4.0 ortho-cresolb -4.7 -4.3
ortho-xyleneb -4.6 -4.4 2-propylphenolb -5.6 -5.9
indole >-2.0 -1.6 2-propylphenol (B) >-2.0 -2.1
isobutylbenzene >-2.0 -1.0 2-fluoroaniline (A) >-2.0 -1.8
para-xylene >-2.0 0.0 2-fluoroaniline (B) >-2.0 -0.7
4-ethyltoluene >-2.0 -2.1 ortho-cresol >-2.0 -1.9
ortho-xylene (B) >-2.0 -1.0 5-chloro-2-methylphenol >-2.0 -0.9

HIVRT
HIV1b -11.5 -11.5
HIV2 -4.9 -4.9
HIV6 -11.8 -11.8

arepeated from Table S3.bComplexes with holo crystal structure available. False-positive poses
are shown with underline. A and B represent different poses for the same ligand.
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Table S6: Optimized coefficients and error analysis for the LIE models considered here.

LIE model eq. 6 eq. S1 eq. S2 eq. S3
Coefficients

k1 0.09 0.30 0.13 0.09
k2 0.31 0.01 0.22 0.15
k3 1.16 -1.70 -0.12 2.02
k4 -2.85 0.11 -4.39 -2.30
k a

5 0.017 0.012
k b

6 3.36 -4.04 2.61 2.22
k7 5.23 5.49
k8 3.30 -3.55

Deviations for training set complexes
RMSD 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8
Emax 1.8 2.8 1.9 2.1
R2 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9

Deviations for test set complexes
RMSD 1.2 2.0 1.6 1.4
Emax 3.0 5.6 4.6 2.8
R2 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.8

Outliers in the test setc

binders 6 8 6 9
non-binders 4 5 5 6

a kcal mol−1 Å−2. b kcal mol−1. All other coefficients are dimensionless.c Outlier ligands show
deviations larger than one RMSD. Deviations (in kcal mol−1, except forR2) from experimental
affinities were calculated for the 42 complexes in our test set (see Table 2).
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Table S7: Average (± standard deviation) number of poses found inside the crystalographic bind-
ing site and used to calculateBE (P in eq. 4) with the ALICE and Vina intrinsic free energy
functions.

ligand binding
site

BALICE
E BVina

E ligand binding
site

BALICE
E BVina

E

L99A M102Q
isobutylbenzene 2±2 10±7 19±4 2-fluoroaniline 4±3 13±4 17±4
4-ethyltoluene 2±2 9±7 18±5 5-chloro-2--

methylphenol
2±2 12±6 19±3

benzene 3±2 9±5 15±6 benzyl acetate 1±1 10±7 19±3
indole 3±2 9±6 17±5 ortho-cresol 4±3 11±5 17±5
ortho-xylene 5±3 9±5 18±4 catechol 3±3 9±5 19±2
n-butylbenzene 2±2 9±7 17±5 (phenylamino)-

acetonitrile
1±1 7±6 19±4

propylbenzene 2±2 7±6 17±5 2-propylphenol 2±2 10±7 19±4
ethylbenzene 3±2 6±5 15±5 toluene 3±2 9±6 14±6
toluene 4±2 7±5 15±6 3-methylpyrrole 2±2 12±5 19±2
3-ethyltoluene 3±3 9±7 18±5 thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 1±2 13±8 20±0
meta-xylene 4±3 10±6 18±3 2-ethylphenol 3±3 11±6 18±4
para-xylene 3±2 9±6 18±4 2-ethoxyphenol 1±2 12±6 20±1
2-ethyltoluene 3±3 9±6 18±5 phenylhydrazine 2±2 10±5 18±4
3-methylpyrrole 4±2 11±3 20±0 2-methoxyphenol 3±3 11±5 19±2
phenol 4±2 13±3 18±4 4-vinylpyridine 2±2 10±7 19±2
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene3±3 13±6 20±2 N-(o-tolyl)

cyanoformamide
0±1 13±5 20±0

cyclohexane 6±2 10±5 18±4
2-fluoroaniline 5±3 14±3 19±3 HIVRT

FKBP HIV1 9±3 6±2 8±4
FKB1 5±3 9±4 20±1 HIV2 12±3 12±3 13±4
FKB2 5±4 9±4 20±1 HIV3 9±4 8±3 8±4
FKB3 8±3 10±3 19±2 HIV4 9±4 7±3 8±4
FKB4 9±4 10±4 19±2 HIV5 11±4 8±3 10±5
FKB5 7±4 8±4 20±1 HIV6 4±3 4±2 15±6

Non-binders are shown in bold. Averages and standard deviations were calculated forN = 50
receptor structures. To determine the poses inside the crystalographic binding site, a histogram of
minimum distances between ligand and binding site was builtfor the whole ensemble. The
histogram showed a bimodal distribution for all ligands andthe distance separating the two modes
was taken as a cutoff distance to count ligands bound to the crystalographic site.
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Abstrat

The T4 lysozyme L99A mutant is often used as a model system to study small moleule

binding to proteins, but pathways for ligand entry and egress from the buried binding site

and the assoiated protein onformational hanges have not been fully resolved. Here,

moleular dynamis simulations were employed to model benzene exit from its binding

avity using the weighted ensemble (WE) approah to enhane sampling of low-probability

unbinding trajetories. Independent WE simulations revealed four pathways for benzene

exit whih orrespond to transient tunnels spontaneously formed in previous simulations

of apo T4 lysozyme. Thus, benzene unbinding ours through multiple pathways partially

reated by intrinsi protein strutural �utuations. Motions of several α-helies and side

hains were involved in ligand esape from metastable mirostates. WE simulations also

provided preliminary estimates of rate onstants for eah exit pathway. These results

omplement previous works and provide a semi-quantitative haraterization of pathway

heterogeneity for binding of small moleules to proteins.
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1 Introdution

Binding of small moleules to proteins, a fundamental proess in ellular metabolism, is also

explored pharmaologially to treat a large number of diseases. Drug development strategies

usually try to improve ligand a�nity to a target protein, based on the struture and interations

observed on bound ligand-protein omplexes. But binding kinetis and ligand residene time

may also determine the physiologial response and e�ieny of a drug.

1�4

Kineti, a�nity and strutural information on protein-ligand assoiation may be obtained

from the ensemble of transition pathways

5�8

for the binding proess. Eah pathway desribes

the evolution of onformational and orientational degrees of freedom of ligand and protein that

leads from an unbound to a bound on�guration. As expeted from path-ensemble symmetry,

9

the reverse bound-to-unbound proess should be desribed by the same pathway ensemble.

Computer simulations have been of great help to reveal possible pathways and kineti in-

formation of protein-ligand binding.

10�31

For example, Kubas and o-workers

27

simulated path-

ways for moleular O2 binding to a hydrogenase and proposed mutations along the binding

protein tunnels that slowed down the aess of small moleules, thus reduing the hydrogenase

inhibition aused by O2. Casasnovas and o-workers

28

simulated dissoiation of a potent pyra-

zol inhibitor from p38 MAP kinase and proposed ongeneri ligands that ould spend longer

residene times when bound to the same kinase.

However, sampling of pathway ensembles for ligand-protein (un)binding is di�ult beause

these are rare events on the timesales usually reahed in moleular dynamis (MD) simulations.

Methods suh as weighted ensemble (WE),

32,33

milestoning

34,35

and transition interfae sam-

pling

36

are valuable beause they enhane sampling of pathways by inreasing omputational

time spent in onformational regions with low visiting probability, without introduing bias on

the simulated potential energy.

37,38

The WE method has been applied to study pathways and

kinetis for protein onformational transitions,

39�41

host-guest assoiation,

42

protein-peptide

assoiation

43

and protein-ligand dissoiation.

4,22,31

One of the proteins most often used to study assoiation with small moleules is the T4

lysozyme (T4L),

44�46

the struture of whih is shown in �gure 1. The T4L L99A mutation

reates a hydrophobi avity in the protein C-terminal domain with a volume of ≈150 Å3
. This

site may aommodate gases suh as xeon or O2 and small moleules suh as benzene and its

2



nonpolar derivatives.

47�50

The engineered avity is dehydrated and shows little strutural vari-

ation upon ligand omplexation. Due to this simpliity and ease of experimental manipulation,

more than 700 T4L omplexes with small moleules have been haraterized and used exten-

sively to study struture-a�nity relationships

46

and to ompare with omputational preditions

of binding pose and a�nity.

51�54

Crystal strutures of T4L L99A mutant bound to benzene and a ongeneri series of lig-

ands

44,47

show the binding avity is buried without any lear tunnel or hannel onneting to

the protein surfae (�gure 1). Thus, T4L must undergo strutural �utuations or onforma-

tional �breathing� to allow ligand exursion into the binding avity. The kinetis of benzene

entry and exit from T4L L99A mutant have been estimated from nulear magneti resonane

(NMR) spetrosopy (koff=950 s
−1

for benzene at 303 K),

55

implying that the onformational

motions involved in benzene esape should be observed in a milliseond timesale.

Several studies have addressed the possible pathways and the strutural transitions used

by small moleules to esape from inside T4L L99A. A weakly populated (or �exited�) state

involving motion of the �exible T4L helix F (�gure 1) was observed from relaxation-dispersion

NMR measurements and suggested to be responsible for benzene exit.

56

Later strutural deter-

mination of this weakly populated state showed that the binding avity remains inaessible,

57

but a reent metadynamis simulation showed that the onformational transition from the

rystal struture to the weakly populated state forms a transient protein tunnel along whih

benzene an egress from T4L.

58

An aelerated MD simulation was able to identify a di�erent

route for benzene entry

59

and two reent onventional MD simulations identi�ed three other

pathways for O2 unbinding
50

and �ve putative tunnels formed transiently in apo

60

T4L L99A

that might aommodate small moleule exursions to the binding avity.

In order to resolve the number and nature of ligand exit pathways and the onformational

transitions involved in T4L L99A mutant, the WE approah is employed here as a disovery tool

to sample trajetories for benzene exit. The ensemble of unbinding pathways obtained shows

that benzene esapes via four di�erent protein tunnels, all of whih formed spontaneously in apo

T4L L99A in a previous study whih did not sample expliit ligand binding or unbinding.

60

We

�nd that motions in helix F, as previously suggested,

46,55,56

but more importantly in helies C,

H and J, and side hains of several residues are involved in ligand esape. Rates were estimated
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for eah pathway and allow a preliminary quanti�ation of their ontribution to the overall rate

onstant.

2 Computational methods

2.1 Strutural model and moleular dynamis simulations

The struture of T4L L99A mutant bound to benzene was obtained from the PDB struture

1L83

44

after removal of water and rystallization moleules. Hydrogens were onstruted using

the GROMACS PDB parser.

61

Interations were desribed by the CHARMM36 fore �eld.

62�64

All simulations employed

impliit solvation in the generalized Born surfae area (GB/SA) form.

65

This should be a

reasonable approximation as the binding avity in T4L L99A is dehydrated. The OBC method

was used to estimate Born radii

66

and the nonpolar ontribution was alulated as in Shaefer

et al.

67

with a surfae tension of 5.4 al mol

−1
Å

−2
for all atoms.

Moleular dynamis trajetory segments in WE simulations were run using GROMACS

4.5.

61

Dynamis were arried out at 300 K or at 400 K, with a 2 fs time-step, a leapfrog stohasti

dynamis integrator and a frition of 10 ps

−1
. Covalent hydrogen bonds were onstrained with

LINCS.

68

Strutures were saved every 2 ps for analysis. The total aggregate simulation time

as ≈ 29 µs.

2.2 Weighted ensemble simulations and rate estimation

The WE algorithm

32,33

was used to enhane sampling of benzene unbinding events. Brie�y, in

the WE method a progress oordinate is de�ned and divided into bins to desribe the proess

of interest. A group of trajetories of the simulated system is propagated from an initial state

with initially equal weights. Every τ steps, the oupany of eah oordinate bin is reevaluated

and trajetories may be repliated or merged with a proper weight attribution to maintain a

given number of trajetories per bin. This number of trajetories and the binning sheme to

divide the progress oordinate do not a�et the results of simulations, but a�et the e�ieny

of the WE method in sampling rare events.

69

WESTPA software pakage

70

was used to manage trajetory splitting and merging. The
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initial state was de�ned as benzene bound to T4L as in the rystallographi position and the

target or �nal state was reahed when benzene had a solvent aessible surfae area (SASA)

higher than 60 % of its maximum SASA. This de�nition was enough to see benzene reahing

the protein surfae. But, as disussed below, this de�nition is not equivalent to omplete

unbinding as measured in experiments. Resampling frequenies (τ) of 10 ps (for simulations

run at 400 K) or 2 ps (for runs at 300 K) were used. The number of trajetories per bin

varied from 4 to 5 aording to the progress oordinate used. WE simulations were run in a

non-equilibrium steady-state sheme, with trajetories being reyled bak to the initial state

one they reahed the target state. WE simulations were run for 4000 iterations, resulting in

a maximum trajetory length of 8 ns. More details about the WE method are given in the

Supporting Information (Table S2).

Time-windowed rate onstants (k∆t) were estimated from the non-equilibrium steady-state

set of trajetories obtained from WE simulations:

71

k∆t(t) =
∆p

∆t
(1)

where ∆p is the sum of probabilities or weights of the trajetories that reahed the target

state in the time interval t − ∆t to t. Transition rates from the bound to the unbound state

(dissoiation rate onstants) were alulated using a ∆t of 2 ns.

2.3 De�nition of progress oordinates for WE simulations

Two sets of WE simulations with di�erent progress oordinates were arried out: an exploratory

set to �nd possible routes for benzene unbinding; and a prodution set to estimate rate on-

stants and determine the protein onformational transitions involved in ligand esape, for eah

unbinding route found.

In the exploratory simulations, two one-dimensional progress oordinates were used: the

distane between benzene and binding site enter-of-mass (COM); and the root mean squared

deviation (RMSD) between the urrent benzene position and the bound position found in the

rystal struture. The binding site was de�ned by the Cα atoms of L84, V87, R95, A98, A99,

V111, L118, N122, A129 and L133 in the arti�ial binding avity. Only benzene arbon atoms

were onsidered for RMSD alulations and strutures were previously aligned by superimposing
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the binding site Cαs just de�ned. The twelve possible symmetri images of benzene in eah

on�guration were ompared to the referene rystal struture and the lowest RMSD value was

adopted.

The exploratory progress oordinates were partitioned into small bins along oordinate

regions where benzene movements were more restrited, as observed in initial simulations.

Larger bins were employed along regions where benzene ould di�use more freely. Unbound

states were de�ned by a distane or RMSD higher than 2.0 nm, in agreement with the SASA

riteria desribed above. Simulations run at high temperature (400 K) for 150 iterations,

resulting in a maximum trajetory length of 1.5 ns. Bin boundaries and further details on the

progress oordinates are given in table S2.

Based on initial pathways found in the exploratory simulations, prodution simulations were

set up by using Voronoi bins

22,31

to map eah of four pathways separately. In a Voronoi mapping,

a set of enters is spei�ed and all points in on�gurational spae are attributed to bins for

whih enter they are losest to, aording to a given distane riteria. Here, a Voronoi enter

was manually seleted as the struture of a ligand-protein omplex along unbinding trajetories

obtained in the exploratory set of simulations. A total of 25, 23, 24 and 26 Voronoi enters

were used to sample trajetories for the paths denoted below by the olors blue, orange, pink

and yan, respetively. Simulations run at 300K for 4000 iterations, resulting in a maximum

trajetory length of 8 ns.

In the prodution set of simulations, a three-dimensional progress oordinate was employed

for a small subset of Voronoi bins based on two atomi pair distanes. The distanes were hosen

to delineate small protein onformational transitions observed in the exploratory simulations,

as shown on table S1 (see the Supporting Information). In order to avoid a ombinatorial

inrease in the total number of bins and WE trajetories simulated, the distane dimensions

were inluded in a nested way to only two Voronoi bins for eah of the four paths.

Conformational transitions involved in ligand esape from metastable or long-lived mi-

rostates along the unbinding pathways were obtained from analysis of the transition struture

observed immediately after the Voronoi bin with highest lifetime in a trajetory was unou-

pied. Further details for this analysis are desribed in the Supporting Information (setion

S5.2)
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3 Results

3.1 Identi�ation of pathways for ligand esape

In the exploratory set of simulations run at 400 K, four exit pathways were found for benzene

unbinding from T4L, as shown in Figure 2 and denoted by olor ode. In the blue pathway

the ligand egresses from the buried binding site by passing through helies C and F. Benzene

mainly transits through helies C and D in the orange pathway, helies F and I in the pink

pathway and helies H and J in the yan pathway.

Table 1 shows that the four pathways were found when RMSD was used as progress oordi-

nate, while three of these paths were visited when the distane from the binding site was used

as progress oordinate. The four pathways found at 400 K ould also be sampled at simulations

performed at 300 K using a Voronoi mapping of the unbinding proess.

The Voronoi bin map used as progress oordinate in the prodution set of simulations

allowed sampling of trajetories for a spei� pathway, thus failitating the alulation of rate

onstants and identi�ation of protein onformational transitions involved in ligand unbinding.

Six independent WE simulations were arried out for eah set of Voronoi bins de�ned (table 1),

leading to a total of 11237, 16062, 15777 and 12642 unbinding events through the blue, orange,

pink and yan pathways, respetively.

Table 1 shows that WE simulations with a progress oordinate de�ned from Voronoi bins

for the blue pathway also sampled unbinding events for the orange pathway, and vie-versa.

This overlap for two di�erent Voronoi mappings is due to a similar route followed by the ligand

in the �rst half of the orange and blue pathways. Unbinding trajetories were reassigned to the

orret pathway (blue or orange) before further analysis by adding two new Voronoi enters to

the blue pathway (total of 27 enters) and one new enter to the orange pathway (total of 24

enters), as detailed in the Supporting Information (setion S5.1). Thus, the orret estimation

of rate onstants and detetion of onformational transitions was possible for eah pathway.

3.2 Protein strutural transitions in long-lived mirostates

Considering that small-moleule ligands suh as benzene are learly buried inside a hydrophobi

avity in T4L L99A holo rystal strutures

44,49

(�gure 1), onformational transitions or some
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�breathing� of the protein struture are expeted to allow ligand esape to the protein surfae.

Transition strutures involved in ligand esape from metastable or long-lived mirostates

along the unbinding pathways were analyzed. Table 2 shows frations of unbinding trajetories

with transition strutures that displayed side hain rotations involved in ligand unbinding.

Frations are similar for di�erent referene strutures, showing that the identi�ation of side

hains is independent of the referene. Rotations in Y88 and I78 side hains are the most often

observed for the blue and orange pathways. These side hains move away from the binding site,

allowing the ligand to depart from the buried avity. Rotations of W126, R154 and V111 side

hains in the yan pathway are related to motions in helies H, J and F, respetively. Motions

of the other side hains listed on table 2 allow the ligand to exit the bound state and reah the

protein surfae. Figure 4 shows some of the side hains involved in exit pathways.

Bakbone �utuation is also involved in benzene unbinding. Signi�ant displaements in

helix C in transition strutures were observed in frations of 0.35 and 0.65 of unbinding traje-

tories via blue and orange pathways, respetively. This helix moves away from the binding site

and failitates ligand exit from the buried avity. The orange path also involved displaements

of helix D in one �fth of the transition strutures. One third of trajetories in the yan pathway

presented signi�ant �utuations in the bakbone of helies H and J, inreasing the distane

between these helies and allowing benzene passage. On the other hand, only 15% and 12% of

trajetories for the blue and pink pathways, respetively, presented transition strutures with

displaements in helix F. Flutuations along this helix F were previously suggested as essential

displaements for small moleule unbinding from T4L.

55,57,58

3.3 Rate onstants for eah unbinding pathway

Preliminary estimates for dissoiation rate onstants were alulated as a funtion of simulation

time for eah exit pathway in order to quantify their relative ontributions to the overall ligand

esape rate onstant, as shown in Figure 3. However, the relative ontributions of eah pathway

an not be learly distinguished, as their rank order hanges over simulation time. Note that the

probability �uxes, upon whih the rates are estimated, are expeted to inrease with simulation

time until they reah steady values. Additionally, the present estimates are dominated by only

one or two individualWE simulations (�gure S1). Thus, further sampling appears to be required

8



to enable on�dent distintions among the pathways.

The experimental rate onstant for benzene dissoiation (koff) from T4L L99A mutant has

been determined

55

by lineshape analysis of protein NMR as koff =950 s

−1
. The experimental

value is lose to the rate alulated for the pink and yan pathways (at 8 ns in �gure 3) but

lower than the rates estimated for the blue and orange pathways (�gure 3). Rates alulated

from the WE simulations are expeted to be higher than the experimental value. Here a less

strit de�nition of unbound state was used (setion 4), leading to benzene unbinding up to the

protein surfae rather than omplete dissoiation.

4 Disussion

4.1 Exit pathways and omparison to previous T4L studies

Four pathways were found here for benzene egress from the binding avity buried in T4L L99A

mutant. Eah esape route was haraterized by a preliminary rate onstant and a di�erent set

of protein strutural transitions.

Interestingly, a previous long timesale (30µs) onventional MD simulation of apo T4L L99A

identi�ed 5 protein tunnels, without sampling expliit ligand entry or egress, whih ould be

used by small moleules to aess the buried avity.

60

Four of these tunnels, named D/F/G

(tunnel through helies D, F and G), C/D, F/G/H and H/J, orrespond respetively to the

blue, orange, pink and yan pathways found here. An additional D/G tunnel was also identi�ed,

but the authors suggested this D/G and the H/J tunnels would be too narrow to aommodate

the passage of benzene.

60

The WE simulations shown here were not able to �nd benzene esape

through tunnel D/G, but identi�ed benzene transit via tunnel H/J (yan pathway) with a

slower rate and indeed a narrower tunnel than esape through the other pathways.

Other previous simulations also studied small moleule (un)binding to T4L.

50,58,59

Three

routes were found for moleular O2 dissoiation in onventional MD simulations.

50

One route

mathes the yan path (H/J tunnel) found here for benzene transit. The other two O2 routes

orrespond to the tunnel D/G mentioned above and to another tunnel found between helies

D, E, G, H and J. Both these two last tunnels were not observed here for benzene transit.

Two MD simulations ombined with enhaned sampling methods separately identi�ed benzene

9



transit from the binding site through the blue

59

and pink

58

pathways, with similar protein

strutural transitions to the ones observed here. Ligand exursion through the orange pathway

was observed for the �rst time here.

The two previous simulations showing benzene (un)binding to T4L were able to �nd only one

ligand transit pathway eah

58,59

probably due to the enhaned sampling proedure employed.

Miao et al. used a Gaussian bias on the potential energy

59

that may not e�iently inrease

sampling of proesses determined by entropi barriers suh as required to sample multiple

entry pathways. Wang et al. used metadynamis

72

with a path progress oordinate designed

to sample the protein transitions involved in displaements of T4L residue F114 and helix F.

57,58

These transitions are assoiated with benzene unbinding via the pink pathway whih was thus

the only ligand exit pathway they observed.

58

Taken together these results show that small moleules suh as benzene unbind from T4L

L99A through multiple and kinetially ompetitive pathways that orrespond to ligand passage

through transient tunnels spontaneously opened by intrinsi �utuations of the protein stru-

ture, observed in the absene of any ligand. This is reminisent of a onformational seletion

mehanism,

73,74

but for protein tunnels permitting small moleule transit.

It should be noted the results shown here are the �rst to our knowledge to �nd together

and onsistently the four pathways for small moleule egress from T4L, by expliitly olleting

exit trajetories instead of observing protein strutural �utuations that may lead to putative

tunnels. The exploratory set of simulations presented here was arried out in 2016 without

any hint of the pathways explored in the pink, orange and yan paths. At that time, previous

works

50,58,60

were not yet published or known to us. We were only aware of the tunnel involved

in the blue path,

59

although no information about it was used during our exploratory simu-

lations. Remarkably, model omposition (solvation, for instane) and fore �eld desriptions

di�er signi�antly between our and previous studies.

50,58�60

Nevertheless, a onsistent set of

ligand egress tunnels and pathways is found.

Pathways for ligand entry and exit have also been investigated in other proteins, ontaining

binding sites with variable surfae exposure. Multiple protein tunnels are usually available for

small gaseous moleules to di�use into binding sites. For instane, hydrogenases may reat with

moleular O2 and three entry routes for gaseous moleules have been haraterized.

12,14,27

On
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the other hand, a dominant route usually emerges for proteins with exposed binding sites and

bulky ligands. This is the ase for unbinding of a drug-like inhibitor from p38 MAP kinase.

28

Binding to T4L lies somewhere in between and is similar to ytohrome P450 whih binds

organi moleules larger than gases but smaller than bulky drug-like ligands in a buried avity

via 3 or 4 di�erent tunnels.

10,17,18,21,26,29

4.2 Strutural analysis of egress pathways

The analysis of transition strutures presented on setion 3.2 will only �nd protein movements

related to benzene esape from metastable mirostates (or long-lived Voronoi bins). Thus,

onformational transitions involved in short-lived mirostates have not been analyzed. It is

notieable, however, that no spei� onformational gate suh as a single side hain or helix

displaement is learly dominant for eah pathway. Instead, benzene exit depends on a ombi-

nation of intrinsi protein motions. Nonetheless, some side hains were found to be important

for ligand egress and point mutations on T4L ould be suggested in order to modulate the dis-

soiation rate onstant. Residues Y88, I78 (blue and orange pathways) or F114 (pink pathway)

ould be exhanged for a less bulky residue suh as alanine to speed up benzene exit.

Crystallographi

44,45,49

and NMR

56,57

data has shown that helix F is the most �exible el-

ement nearby the arti�ial avity in T4L mutants. Thus, it has been suggested

46,55,75

that

displaements along this helix are involved in ligand unbinding. The WE simulations suggest

that, although observed, movements on helix F are not determinant or ubiquitous among un-

binding pathways. Instead, transitions in helies C, H and J are more important for ligand

transit. These motions might lead to onformational states whih are too weakly populated to

be deteted experimentally.

4.3 Methodologial limitations

It may be onluded that using the ligand RMSD as a progress oordinate in ombination with

the WE method and high-temperature MD simulation is an e�ient and reliable proedure to

explore ligand exit pathways from buried avities in proteins. Ligand distane to the binding

site COM laks information on ligand orientation and proved a less reliable progress oordinate

as one pathway was not found when this metri was used.
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Inreasing the number of dimensions in the progress oordinate may redue the waiting time

in long-lived mirostates due to inrement of the number of trajetories in the WE proedure

or to enhanement of protein onformational transitions that failitate ligand transit. The

additional distane dimensions used here as progress oordinates (table S1) were later on�rmed

to be involved in ligand unbinding (table 2).

Many unbinding trajetories are observed with a maximum length of 8 ns in our WE sim-

ulations. Sine the WE approah preserves the dynamis while enhane sampling, the transit

time for ligand di�usion and for the neessary protein onformational transitions has similar

(or smaller) length, although the waiting time seems to be muh longer. This is in agreement

with repeated observations of opening of protein tunnels during the 30 µs MD simulation of

apo T4L.

60

5 Conlusions

Pathways for benzene exit from the buried binding avity of T4L L99A mutant and the assoi-

ated protein onformational hanges were haraterized here with the WE simulation method.

For the �rst time, four separate ligand unbinding proesses were observed in a single study. The

four pathways found here are also in agreement with ligand transit routes observed in previous

holo T4L simulations.

50,58,59

Conformational transitions in several side hains, most notably

Y88, I78 and F114, as well as displaements in helies C, D, F, H and J are involved in benzene

unbinding. Our study also provided preliminary estimates of the esape rates for the di�erent

pathways, although further sampling is required to narrow statistial unertainties.

The present study used the WE method in two stages: an exploratory or disovery mode

using naive progress oordinates to �nd possible pathways, followed by a prodution stage with

more foused sampling. Combining the WE method with a RMSD progress oordinate and

high temperature MD simulations appears as a plausible approah to �nd multiple (un)binding

pathways for small moleules. Prodution simulations using Voronoi bins may then be obtained

to better haraterize the dissoiation rates and the onformational transitions involved in

ligand transit.

The four protein pathways found for benzene egress may also be used for larger binders suh

as meta-xylene and N-butylbenzene.

46

Similarly, it is also worth investigating if hydrophobi

12



moleules suh as 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, that still ould �t inside the binding avity, exper-

imentally do not bind T4L L99A mutant

46

due to a very slow entry kinetis.

54

Suh bulkier

moleules may require wider protein tunnels to aess the binding avity, whih WE ould help

to rule out if extremely low rates were found.
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Figure 1: Crystal struture of the C-terminal domain of T4 lysozyme L99A mutant bound

to benzene (red). The protein is represented with its moleular surfae (green transpareny),

showing the ligand is fully buried.
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(a) (b)

() (d)

Figure 2: Four pathways were found for benzene egress from the buried binding site in T4

lysozyme. Blue (a), orange (b), pink () and yan (d) olors show benzene positions sampled

during one WE simulation. Eah olor represents a di�erent exit pathway. Benzene position

in the rystal struture is shown in red stiks. Only the T4L C-terminal domain is shown, but

the omplete protein was used in all simulations.
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Figure 3: Average rate onstant estimated for eah pathway of benzene unbinding from T4L.

Symbols: blue pathway - irle; orange pathway - triangle; pink pathway - diamond; yan

pathway - square. Bars indiate the standard error. The dotted line indiates the experimental

rate onstant. Rates were averaged every 2 ns for 6 WE simulations (12 WE simulations for

the blue and orange pathways).

(a) (b) ()

Figure 4: Residue side hains involved in benzene unbinding. (a) Y88 and I78 (orange stiks)

ontribute to blue and orange pathways. (b) F114, M102 and M106 (pink) ontribute to pink

path. () M102, F153, R154, W126 and V111 (yan) ontribute to yan path. Benzene position

in the rystal struture is shown in red stiks.
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Table 1: Sampling of exit pathways by WE simulations performed with distane to avity COM

(dist), ligand RMSD, and Voronoi bins (V) progress oordinates in di�erent temperatures. Total

refers to the total amount of WE simulations run.

400 K 300 K

pathway dist RMSD Vblue Vorange Vpink Vcyan

before

a
after before after

blue 4 2 6 6 6 0 0 0

orange 3 2 6 0 6 6 0 0

pink 2 5 0 0 0 0 6 0

yan 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 6

total 4 5 6 6 6 6

a
before and after post-prodution reassignment step, as explained in the main text.

Table 2: Fration of trajetories in WE simulations showing residue side hain rotation asso-

iated with benzene transit from the mirostate (Voronoi bins) with longest lifetime along an

unbinding event. Referene strutures were ollet either 100 ps or 10 ps before the transition

struture. Data obtained from 6 WE simulations for eah pathway.

blue orange

side hain 100 ps 10 ps side hain 100 ps 10 ps

I78 0.78 0.67 Y88 0.55 0.69

Y88 0.52 0.48 I78 0.57 0.49

pink yan

side hain 100 ps 10 ps side hain 100 ps 10 ps

F114 0.43 0.50 M102 0.36 0.45

M102 0.42 0.25 F153 0.59 0.35

M106 0.35 0.25 R154 0.29 0.31

W126 0.26 0.23

V111 0.26 0.22
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Supporting Information

S5.1 Reassignment of the unbinding trajetories to the orret path-

ways

Visual inspetion of the trajetories showed that WE simulations with a progress oordinate

de�ned from Voronoi bins for the blue pathway also sampled unbinding events for the orange

pathway, and vie-versa. A post-prodution step was performed to properly separate unbinding

events and reassign to the orret exit pathway. The unbinding event was reassigned to the

pathway whih ontained the Voronoi enter losest to the unbound state on�guration. This

was possible by using 27 Voronoi enters (instead of 25 used in the WE prodution runs) to

the blue pathway and 24 (instead of 23) enters to the orange pathway. Reassignement allowed

proper separation of pathways and orret estimation of rate onstants and onformational

hanges for eah pathway.

S5.2 Identi�ation of protein onformational transitions involved in

ligand unbinding

Conformational hanges allowing ligand egress from T4L were analyzed. Metastable mirostates

were assoiated to Voronoi bins with high lifetimes and the protein transitions involved in ligand

progression along the unbinding pathway were found by:

• identi�ation of the metastable mirostate with the Voronoi bin with highest lifetime for

eah suessful unbinding trajetory;

S1



• olletion of the struture in the frame immediately after the metastable state was uno-

upied (transition struture);

• onstrution of a list of the side hains ontating benzene in the transition struture,

using a distane uto� of 0.5 nm;

• omputation of the (heavy atom) RMSD between transition struture and referene stru-

ture for eah side hain, after struture alignment using the binding site Calpha de�ned in

setion 2.2;

• seletion of 3 side hains with highest RMSD.

Referene strutures were olleted either 100 ps or 10 ps before the transition struture in the

same trajetory.

Analysis revealed that movement of helies C, D, F, H and J ould also be involved in ligand

unbinding. This was quanti�ed by:

• identi�ation of the metastable mirostate and olletion of transition struture for eah

suessful unbinding trajetory;

• hek if one of the side hains of helies C (residues 69-81), D (residues 83-90) F (residues

107-114), H (residues 126-135) or J (residues 143-155) was ontating benzene in the

transition struture, using a uto� of 0.5 nm;

• hek the helix displaement.

The riteria for helix displaement was based on average atom-pair distane distributions shown

in �gure S2. Helix C was onsidered displaed when the average distane was higher than 1.01

nm, helix D when higher than 1.02 nm, helix F when higher than 1.25 nm and helies H and J

when higher than 0.67 nm.
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Figure S1: Average and individual rate onstant estimated for eah pathway of benzene unbind-

ing from T4L. (a) Blue pathway, (b) orange pathway, () pink pathway and (d) yan pathway.

Blak irles indiate averages, remaining symbols indiate individual estimates from one WE

simulation. Bars represent the standard error in the averages, whih are dominated by larger

values. Dotted lines indiate the experimental rate onstant.
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Figure S2: Average distane distributions from 4 to 8 ns of six WE simulations for eah pathway

(olor oded as shown in the insert). Bars represent the standard error in the averages. Blak

and red lines represent the distane in the rystal struture and the distane riteria for helix

displaement, respetively.
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Table S1: De�nition of additional progress oordinates for benzene unbinding. Two atom-pair

distanes were seleted for eah pathway. The bin boundaries (in nm) and the Voronoi bins

where the progress oordinate was added are also shown. Voronoi bins are numbered in order

of inreasing distane from the binding site.

pathway distane bin boundaries Voronoi bins

blue CZ-Y88 - CA-A99 0.70, 0.83, 0.95 1, 2

CA-L84 - CA-A99 0.90, 0.97, 1.05 5, 6

orange CZ-Y88 - CA-A99 0.70, 0.83, 0.95 1, 2

CB-Y88 - CB-I78 0.50, 0.58, 0.65 7, 8

pink CB-V111 - CA-A99 0.80, 0.85, 0.90 2, 3

CE-M102 - CA-A146 0.70, 0.77, 0.85 7, 11

yan CG-L133 - CA-S117 0.62, 0.72, 0.80 8, 9

CD-R154 - CA-W126 0.60, 0.70, 0.80 19, 20

Table S2: Parameters used to run WE simulations for di�erent progress oordinates (PC). WE

sim.: number of WE simulations run, traj./bin: number of trajetories per bin, τ : resampling

frequeny (in ps), iterations: number of resampling steps of one WE simulation, max. length:

maximum length of one WE simulation (in ns, alulated as τ*iterations), bins: amount of bins

of the progress oordinate, aggreg. time: aggregate simulation time of the progress oordinate

(in ns, alulated as (WE sim.)*(traj./bin)*(max. length)*bins).

PC WE sim. traj./bin τ iterations max. length bins aggreg. time

dist 4 5 10 150 1.5 12 360

RMSD 5 5 10 150 1.5 17 637.5

Vblue 6 4 2 4000 8 37 7104

Vorange 6 4 2 4000 8 35 6720

Vpink 6 4 2 4000 8 36 6912

Vcyan 6 4 2 4000 8 38 7296

Bin boundaries for distane PC (in nm): 0.30, 0.35, 0.38, 0.41, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.80,

1.60, 1.68. Boundaries for RMSD PC (nm): 0.15, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60,

0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.10, 1.50, 1.90.
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Abstrat

Single moleule fore spetrosopy has beome a powerful tool to investigate moleular

mehanisms in biophysis and materials siene. In partiular, the new �eld of polymer

mehanohemistry has emerged to study how tension may indue hemial reations in a

maromoleule. A rih example is the mehanial unfolding of the metalloprotein rubre-

doxin oupled to dissoiation of iron-sulfur bonds that has reently been studied in detail

by atomi fore mirosopy. Here, we present a simple moleular model omposed of a

lassial all-atom fore �eld desription, impliit solvation and steered moleular dynam-

is simulation to desribe the mehanial properties and mehanism of fored unfolding

oupled to ovalent bond dissoiation of maromoleules. We apply this model and test

it extensively to simulate fored rubredoxin unfolding, and disset the sensitivity of alu-

lated mehanial properties with model parameters. The model provides a detailed mole-

ular explanation of experimental observables suh as fore-extension pro�les and ontour

length inrements. Changing the points of fore appliation along the maromoleule re-

sults in di�erent unfolding mehanisms, haraterized by disruption of hydrogen bonds

and seondary protein struture, and determines the degree of solvent aess to the re-

ative enter. We expet this moleular model will be broadly appliable to simulate

(bio)polymer mehanohemistry.

�
To whom orrespondene should be addressed
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1 Introdution

The stability and denaturation kinetis of maromoleules are fundamental properties relevant

to both natural polymers and designed materials. Besides the more traditional thermal and

hemial unfolding tehniques based on ensemble-averaged observations, polymer stability has

been reently probed by mehanial manipulation at the single-moleule level, partiularly by

atomi fore mirosopy (AFM) and optial tweezers methods.

1�4

These single-moleule fore spetrosopy tehniques are often applied to unfold polymers

omposed of repetitions of several folded units, leading to measured fore-extension urves with

a regular saw-tooth pattern.

5

Inrements in ontour length between fore peaks an be used as

�ngerprints to assign the spei� maromoleular region unfolded under tension and attribute

its stability to the distribution of measured peak fores.

6

Further information on the polymer

unfolding kinetis an be obtained from experiments run at di�erent pulling rates whih depit

the dependeny of unfolding fore on pulling veloity, also alled the (dynami) fore spetrum

of the material.

5,7�9

Although studies have been performed most often in maromoleules that mehanially un-

fold only due to disruption of non-ovalent interations, there is an inreasing number of stud-

ies reporting polymer mehanohemial ativation: Si�O bond dissoiation in strethed poly-

dimethylsiloxane,

10

poly(tetrahydrofuran) detahment from a silver(I)-N-arbene omplex,

11,12

Au�S bond rupture in the gold binding protein GolB

13

and iron-atehol omplex dissoia-

tion.

14

Another rih example is the mehanial unfolding of the metalloprotein rubredoxin ou-

pled to dissoiation of ferri-thiolate (Fe�S) ovalent bonds that has been extensively studied

by AFM

15�20

and eletroni struture alulations.

20�22

Rubredoxin is a simple iron-sulfur protein with four ysteine side-hains S

✌
bound to just

one Fe atom in a tetrahedral orientation (Fig. 1). This FeS enter is buried in the polymer

interior and omplete rubredoxin unfolding requires exposure to solvent and rupture of at least

two of the four Fe�S bonds. Rubredoxin polyproteins, or polymerial onstrutions omposed

of repetitions of protein units, have been prepared by hemial ross-linking

23

or geneti engi-

neering.

24

In the former ase, protein units are onneted through a pair of additional ysteine

residues introdued in the rubredoxin sequene by point mutations. Polyproteins with di�erent

topologies have been prepared using this proedure and their mehanial unfolding rate and

2



fore distributions were shown by AFM to depend on the points of fore appliation along the

rubredoxin sequene.

17

Steered moleular dynamis (SMD) simulations

25,26

have been of great aid in the interpre-

tation of mehanial unfolding experiments by providing a moleular piture and mehanisti

details. For instane, SMD simulations revealed the moleular basis for the plateau phase seen

in �brinogen fore-extension urves

27

or that the mehanial stability of the titin I91 domain

is due to ontats between ☞-strand pairs.

28,29

Covalent mehanohemistry

30,31

and its e�et on the stability of maromoleules

32,33

an

not be modeled with SMD employing lassial fore �elds. These phenomena have traditionally

been studied by quantum-hemial methods, where a small moleule model system ontaining

the disrupted bond is simulated by onstrained geometry optimization

20,21,34�38

or by ab initio

moleular dynamis.

31,38

Both approahes are omputationally expensive and may not sample

enough reative events or orthogonal degrees of freedom. Suh model and sampling limitations

may hamper assignment of omplete unfolding mehanisms and determination of rupture fore

spetra, distributions and the in�uene of non-reative but struturally important regions on the

ativated reation enter. Reative fore �elds have reently been introdued as omputationally

e�ient desriptions of reative systems.

39

But, to our knowledge, this method has not yet been

applied to simulate fore spetrosopy.

Here we introdue a simple moleular mehanial method to simulate fored unfolding of

maromoleules oupled to ovalent bond dissoiation. The method may be used to depit the

unfolding mehanism of a omplete polymer with good sampling statistis of tens to hundreds

of unfolding events. In the following Methods setion, we desribe the energy model omposed

of an empirial all-atom fore �eld for non-reative atoms and a Morse potential to desribe

the reative ovalent bonds. In the Results setion, the model is applied to simulate the fored

unfolding of rubredoxin in several polyprotein onstrutions and ompared to a olletion of

AFM experiments previously available on equivalent systems. We disuss the sensitivity of

mehanial properties to model parameters and the di�erent mehanisms for omplete unfolding

obtained. We onlude the presented method is appropriate to simulate fore spetrosopy and

mehanohemial ativation of maromoleules in detail.

3



2 Computational methods

2.1 Setup of moleular models

Two polymer models were used here: a single protein rubredoxin unit and a polyprotein with

three units onneted in line. These models are referred by [A,B℄♥, where A and B indiate the

position of point mutation to Cys in eah rubredoxin unit that allow polyprotein onnetion, and

� ❂ ✶❀ ✸ indiates the number of units in eah model. The rystal struture of ferri rubredoxin

from Pyroous furiosus (PDB ode 1BRF

40

) was used for both models. Mutations were

introdued manually using PyMOL.

41

In the polyprotein, rubredoxin units were onneted

in the N-to-C orientation by a 1,2-diethoxyethane linker bound to S✌ of the mutated Cys

residues in eah unit, as shown shematially in Figure 2. In AFM experiments, polyproteins

are omposed of 3 to 6 rubredoxin units onneted by maleimide-thiol ross-linking hemistry

that ovalently attahes the mutated Cys residues in eah unit by a linker moleule similar to

1,2-diethoxyethane, but with unknown (probably random) relative orientation.

15

Fored unfolding of [RD1,49℄✁✂✄ and [RD15,49℄✁✂✄ models begins with pre-dissoiation of ☞-

strands 1-3 (Fig. 1), as suggested by the observation of pre-peaks in experimental AFM fore-

extension pro�les.

17

This was on�rmed here by running exploratory pulling simulations (se-

tion 2.3) and observing rupture of hydrogen bonds between ☞-strands 1-3. Models [RD1,49℄✁✂✄

and [RD15,49℄✁✂✄ used here for the remaining results were built from an initial on�guration

with this ☞-strand already dissoiated. For the other polyproteins, a pre-dissoiation of the

rubredoxin ☞-sheet was not observed experimentally

17

neither modelled here.

2.2 Fore �eld and simulation details

Maromoleular interations were desribed by the all-atomCHARMM27 empirial fore �eld.

42,43

For the FeS enter, ovalent parameters for angles and dihedrals using the CHARMM funtional

form and Lennard�Jones parameters (✎❋❡ ❂0.048 kJ/mol and ✛❋❡ ❂0.38 nm) were taken from

previous work.

44

These ovalent parameters are similar to other values proposed for rubre-

doxin.

45,46

Partial harges q❋❡ ❂ ✶✿✵✹, q❙✌ ❂ ☎✵✿✹✺ and q❈✆ ❂ ☎✵✿✶✽ for Cys were based

on Mulliken population analysis of previous quantum hemial alulations on FeS mimeti

ompounds.

21,22

All unfolding simulations employed impliit solvation in the generalized Born
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surfae area (GB/SA) form.

47

This approximation was introdued to derease the omputa-

tional osts and allow extensive sampling of unfolding trajetories. The Still method was used

to estimate Born radii,

48

and the nonpolar ontribution was given by an uniform surfae ten-

sion of 2.1 kJ mol

�✶
nm

�✷
.

49

Atomi radius for Fe was taken as 0.20 nm by omparison to other

radii.

The four Fe�S bonds found in rubredoxin were represented by a Morse potential

50

to model

bond dissoiation during pulling simulations. Morse parameters were adjusted to quantum

hemial alulations at the density funtional level (DFT)

51

for the rate-limiting step of Fe�S

dissoiation in water for the Fe(SCH✸)
�
✹ mimeti ompound (Figure 5a in a previous publi-

ation

20

). The equilibrium bond distane set to ❜✵=0.23 nm was obtained from the isolated

Fe(SCH✸)
�
✹ optimized geometry. Steepness ☞=30 nm�✶

and depth D❡=90 kJ/mol were adjusted

to the position and energy barrier of the mimeti transition state for Fe�S bond dissoiation.

20

Initial single rubredoxin and polyprotein models were submitted to geometry optimization

and moleular dynamis (MD) simulation during ✘200 ns with position restraints (50 kJ mol

�✶

nm

�✷
) applied to the �rst N�terminal and the last C�terminal mutated Cys residue. Con�gu-

rations used to start the pulling simulations were olleted at regular time intervals (4-10 ns)

after stabilization of C☛ root mean-squared deviation (RMSD).

Potential energy urves for Fe�S bond dissoiation in the rubredoxin model were obtained

by geometry optimization with the BFGS algorithm.

52,53

The Fe�S bond was sanned by re-

straining the Fe�S distane of Cys41 by a harmoni potential with fore onstant ❦ ❂ ✁✂✺ kJ

mol

�✶
nm

�✷
.

GROMACS 4.5

54

was used for all simulations and for building hydrogen atoms on the

protein models. Dynamis were arried out at 300 K with a 2 fs time-step, with a leapfrog

stohasti dynamis integrator and a frition ✜ ❂10 ps

�✶
. Covalent hydrogen bonds were

onstrained with LINCS.

55

2.3 Fored unfolding simulations

Fored unfolding trajetories were obtained using SMD simulations.

25

A time-dependent har-

moni potential (❱ ❬✄❪) is added to the system energy funtion to mimi protein pulling by the

5



antilever or pulling tip on fore spetrosopy experiments:

❱ ❬✘✭t✮❪ ❂
❦♣

✷
❬✘✭t✮ � ✘✵✭t✮❪

✁
(1)

where the referene value of the progress oordinate, ✘✵, hanges linearly in time:

✘✵✭t✮ ❂ ✘✭✂✮ ✰ ✈♣t (2)

Simulations with onstant veloity were performed with ✈♣ ❂ ✶✂✄☎ m/s and pulling fore on-

stant ❦♣ ❂ ✽✸ pN/nm. Strutures and fores were saved every 5 ps for analysis.

The progress oordinate ✘ was de�ned as the distane between the C☛ in a referene enter

and in a pulling enter. When pulling by the C�terminal, the referene enter was set to the �rst

N�terminal mutated Cys residue and the pulling enter was set to the last C�terminal mutated

Cys. For example, in model [RD15,49℄✆ the referene enter was C15 in the �rst rubredoxin

unit and the pulling enter was C49 in the third rubredoxin unit. Referene and pulling enters

were exhanged when pulling by the N�terminal.

SMD simulations were initialized with a di�erent random seed for stohasti dynamis and a

di�erent initial struture (setion 2.2). Between 35 to 40 unfolding simulations were obtained for

eah polyprotein model, resulting in N=105-120 omplete unfolding events. A Fe�S bond with

distane higher than 0.37 nm was onsidered broken. After eah bond rupture, the simulation

was paused and the assoiated angle and dihedral ontributions were removed from the system

topology. The trajetory was then ontinued from the same geometry.

Seondary strutural ontent along trajetories was analyzed by ounting the involved hy-

drogen bonds. The sheets between ☞�strands 1-2 and 1-3 (Fig. 1) were onsidered formed

when at least two of the hydrogen bonds found in the rystal struture were present.

2.4 Calulation of ontour lengths

Polyprotein simulations were used for alulation of ontour length inrements after a fore peak

or unfolding event. The inrement is ✝L = L(u) � L(f), where L is the ontour length or

maximum extension between the anhoring points in the folded (f) and unfolded (u) protein.

Contour lengths will be labeled by a supersript indiating values obtained from sequenes and
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rystal strutures (P❉❇), SMD simulations or AFM experiments. Anhoring points are the

points of fore appliation along the polypeptide and are de�ned as the aminoaids enlosing

the protein region unfolded in the orresponding peak in fore-extension pro�les

17

(see Table 2

for models studied here).

As in previous works,

15,17

L(f)

�✁✂
was alulated as the through-spae distane between

the C☛ of anhoring points in the rystal struture. On the other hand, L(u)

�✁✂
was estimated

as ✭♥✄✶✮☎✵✿✸✻✺ nm, where ♥ is the number of aminoaids between anhoring points and 0.365

nm is the average ontribution in length per aminoaid.

56

L(f)

❙▼✁
was alulated as the through spae distane between the C☛ of anhoring points

one frame before the �rst Fe�S bond rupture, preeeding protein unfolding indiated by the

respetive fore peak in the fore-extension pro�les. L(u)

❙▼✁
was alulated as the distane

between the same C☛ in the frame before the next fore peak is ahieved. In AFM experiments,

✆L

❆❋▼
is obtained by �tting the unfolding peaks in fore-extension pro�les to the worm like

hain (WLC) model

57

and alulating the di�erene between �tted L values from suessive

peaks.

3 Results

3.1 Analysis of simulation parameters

A sensitivity analysis of alulated mehanial properties due to variations in simulation pa-

rameters is presented on this setion for the rubredoxin model [RD1,49℄✝, exept when noted.

Only one type of parameter was varied for eah set of simulations shown below while the others

remained with values given on the Methods setion.

Table 1 shows that average rupture fores strongly depend on the Morse potential depth

and steepness, and on partial harges for FeS atoms, partiularly when more polarized harges

are used. Average fores are learly more sensitive to hanges in the Morse depth. Inreasing

the depth by 1.5 fold inreases the fores by almost 6 fold. More polarized harges lead to

lower rupture fores probably due to stabilization by the dieletri solvent when the FeS enter

is exposed.

Potential energy pro�les for Fe�S bond rupture are a�eted by the same fore �eld param-
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eters (D❡, ☞ and q❋❡❂❙ in Fig. S1, in the Supporting Information). This is expeted given the

derivative relation between dissoiation energies and fores. The Morse steepness determines

both the pro�le inlination and the Fe�S distane for bond dissoiation.

On the other hand, Lennard�Jones ✛❋❡ and ✎❋❡ parameters, and atomi radius for Fe used

in GB alulations have a small in�uene on potential energy urves for Fe�S bond dissoia-

tion (Fig. S2), exept when low GB radius and ✛ were tested whih lead to premature Fe�S

dissoiation before fore appliation. Values for these parameters were hosen based on previ-

ous alibrations

21,44

to avoid strong interations between Fe and negative side-hains, and an

unbalaned solvation ontribution.

Figure 3 shows that the pulling veloity (✈♣, equation 2) dramatially hanges the distribu-

tion of rupture fores for the Fe�S bond. For very high veloities (✈♣=10 m/s), the distribution

depends on the pulling diretion. Dereasing the veloity removes this dependeny, but only

veloities down to ✈♣ ✔0.1 m/s result in a fore distribution with the expeted bell shape

26,58

and a standard deviation ompatible with the experimental one (✘150 pN).

15

Average rupture fores obtained with a pulling veloity of ✈♣=0.1 m/s are similar between

model [RD1,49℄✶ (
✖�=758 ✝ 127 pN, N=11 unfolding events) and model [RD1,49℄✸ pulled by

either the C�terminal (

✖�=738 ✝ 93 pN, N=69) or by the N�terminal (

✖�=744 ✝ 86 pN, N=33).

Mehanisti details and the sequene of strutural hanges for omplete unfolding (setion 3.3)

are also equivalent between models [RD1,49℄✶ and [RD1,49℄✸.

The pulling fore onstant (❦♣) does not signi�antly a�et the rupture fores (Table S1),

but ontrols the shape of fore-extension urves (Fig. S3). High fore onstants result in

distint peaks for eah Fe�S bond rupture and hene, multiple peaks for a omplete protein

unfolding event. One peak followed by a ontinuos relaxation urve, as observed experimen-

tally,

15,17

is obtained from simulation only when dereasing the fore onstant to about twie

the experimental value (40 pN/nm).

15

Figure 4 shows that the protein extension measured from termini C☛ distanes follows the

harmoni pulling potential or referene oordinate (✁✵, equation 2) only when a high pulling

fore onstant is used. When a low fore onstant similar to the experimental value is used,

the protein extension does not stritly follow the referene pulling oordinate. Figure 4 also

shows the maximum fore in fore-extension pro�les is reahed just before the �rst Fe�S bond
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rupture.

Slower pulling veloities and lower fore onstants onsiderably inrease the amount of

omputer time neessary for simulating protein unfolding. For instane, omplete unfolding of

the [RD1,49℄✶ model with a pulling veloity ✈♣ ❂ �✵✁✷ m/s takes about 3 weeks of wall-lok

time on modern Intel Xeon proessors using 4 ores, whih is the highest number of ores we

ould sustain a deent parallel salability for suh a moleular model with a relatively small

number of partiles.

3.2 Comparison between SMD and AFM data

A omparison between unfolding fores observed in SMD simulations and AFM experiments is

not straightforward as simulations have to be onduted in muh higher pulling veloities than

AFM, exept in (rare) experiments when high speeds are realized.

7,59

For rubredoxin unfolding,

there is a gap of almost 4 orders of magnitude between our slowest pulling simulation and the

fastest measurement,

17

as shown for the fore spetrum in Figure 5.

However, the dependeny of unfolding fores on pulling veloities has been studied by theory

in detail.

26,58,60�63

In Fig. 5, we also show adjustment of the full mirosopi theoretial model

derived by Hummer and Szabo

58

to �t SMD and AFM fore spetra for rubredoxin unfolding.

The �t quality is rather good with a mean deviation of 22 pN between the model line and

data points. The theoretial model predits an unfolding barrier position ✂①③=0.17 nm and

a spontaneous unfolding rate ❦✄=0.22 s

✁✶
, in good agreement with the barrier position and

spontaneous rate obtained by �tting the AFM data alone either with the same theoretial model

(✂①
③
=0.11 nm and ❦✄=1.0 s

✁✶
) or with a simpli�ed phenomenologial theory

61

(✂①
③
=0.11 nm

and ❦✄=0.15 s

✁✶
).

17

Additionally, by assuming the mirosopi theoretial model

58

is valid, the fore �eld pa-

rameters (for instane, Morse ☞ and ❉❡ as shown in Figure S4) an be re�ned by omparison

of the experimental AFM fore spetra with SMD simulations obtained with di�erent sets of

parameters.

Comparison between simulated and AFM ontour length inrements in Table 2 shows exel-

lent agreement for polyproteins [RD15,49℄ and [RD15,35℄, and good agreement for polyprotein

[RD1,49℄, onsidering one standard deviation and the two experimental results available.

15,17
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Simulated and AFM inrements only disagree for [RD1,35℄.

It should be noted that the proedure based on WLC �ts to obtain ✁L from AFM data

and that based on C☛ distanes desribed in Setion 2.4 give equivalent results when applied

to the same set of simulated fore-extension pro�les. For example, the same set of N=8 simu-

lated unfolding events for model [RD1,49℄✸ resulted in ✁L

❙▼❉ ❂12.2✝0.5 nm when using C☛

distanes and ✁L

❙▼❉
❂12.5✝0.7 nm when using WLC �ts. Equivalent results are observed

for other rubredoxin polyproteins.

Table 2 shows that ontour length inrements expeted from rystal strutures (✁L

P❉❇
)

are overestimated in omparison with the inrements obtained from simulations (✁L

❙▼❉
)

for all polyprotein models, exept [RD1,49℄✸. Closer inspetion indiates that L(u)

P❉❇
and

L(u)

❙▼❉
are in very good agreement. Thus, disrepanies in ✁L inrements are due to

underestimated L(f)

P❉❇
values, based on the unperturbed rystal struture.

3.3 Mirosopi mehanism for fored maromoleular unfolding

Pulling simulations of polyprotein models were also used to desribe the detailed mehanism of

rubredoxin mehanial unfolding. In the beginning of all simulations, linker and protein regions

onneting rubredoxin units are �rst extended without muh perturbation in the rest of the

moleular struture (time t ❁50 ns in Fig. 4b). Then, tension starts to build up and little

extension is gained until the Fe�S bonds are broken (50❁ t ❁250 ns, in Fig. 4b). During this

seond phase, strutural �utuations are relatively small in the regions under tension and in

between anhoring points (see these regions depited in Fig. 2).

Table 3 shows the stability of seondary strutures and salt bridges found in rubredoxin along

pulling simulations. Contats between ☞�strands 1-2 are preserved before Fe�S bond rupture

in all [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD1,35℄✸ simulations, but are disrupted in all [RD15,49℄✸ and [RD15,35℄✸

simulations. Hydrogen bonds between ☞�strands 1-3 are preserved before Fe�S bond rupture

in half of the simulations for [RD15,35℄✸ and for the majority of [RD1,35℄✸ simulations. The

stability of salt bridges A1-E14 and K6-E49 follows the same qualitative pattern, whereas less

stable. Notie that the wild-type salt bridge between residues 6-49 is not present in [RD1,49℄✸

and [RD15,49℄✸ due to the E49C mutation.

Exploratory pulling simulations showed that ontats between ☞�strands 1-3 are disrupted
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early for models [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸, during the �rst extension phase desribed above.

Low fore peaks orresponding to dissoiation of hydrogen bonds between ☞�strands 1-3 are ob-

served in the simulated fore-extension pro�les only for these models ([RD1,49℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸,

data not shown), in agreement with experimental AFM data.

17

Cooperativity in the stability of salt bridges and seondary strutures before Fe�S bond

rupture also depends on the polyprotein onnetivity. For instane, in model [RD15,35℄✸ the

survival of interations overlap for the salt bridge A1-E14 and the hydrogen bonds holding

together ☞�strands 1-2, meaning that these ontats are disrupted simultaneously (Fig. S5).

But in model [RD15,49℄✸, the salt bridge is disrupted �rst, followed sequentially by disruption

of hydrogen bonds in ☞�strands 1-2. When salt bridges and seondary strutures are disrupted

before Fe�S bond dissoiation, disruption is observed at the �rst half of the simulation time

neessary to break the Fe�S bond (Fig. S5).

Hydrogen bonds are found in the rubredoxin rystal struture (Fig. 1) between S✌ in the

FeS enter and bakbone amides. S✌Cys41 makes one hydrogen bond whih is broken before

Fe�S bond rupture during all pulling simulations for models [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸. Tension

is applied to the Fe�S✌Cys41 bond on these models. S✌Cys8 also makes one hydrogen bond

and it is equivalently disrupted in [RD15,35℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸. On the other hand, S✌Cys5 and

S✌Cys38 make two hydrogen bonds eah and these two are preserved before Fe�S bond rupture

in all pulling simulations, exept for 20% of the [RD1,35℄✸ trajetories. Consequently, solvent

aess is onsiderably higher near S✌Cys41 in [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸, and near S✌Cys8 in

[RD15,35℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸. For polyprotein [RD1,35℄✸, solvent aess is similar for both S✌Cys5

and S✌Cys38.

4 Disussion

We have presented a moleular model to study the mehanial unfolding of a maromoleule

oupled to ovalent bond rupture and shown its appliation to simulate the fored unfolding of

the rubredoxin metalloprotein.

A sensitivity analysis of alulated properties shows that parameters for the reative enter

desribing partial atomi harges and the Morse potential for bond dissoiation have to be are-

fully alibrated as they have a large in�uene on rupture fores (Table 1 and Fig. S1). Here,

11



these parameters were adjusted to quantum hemial alulations at the DFT level performed

on an isolated mimeti moleule and further re�ned in omparison to experimental data. In

partiular, the fore spetra an be used to distinguish whih parameter set better �ts a mi-

rosopy theoretial model in omparison to AFM data (Fig. S4). Less sensitive parameters

suh as those desribing Lennard-Jones interations an be retrieved from fore �elds previously

parametrized for equilibrium properties.

This model for bond dissoiation and the proposed approah for alibration are only viable

if the hemial bonds disrupted upon mehanial unfolding are previously known or at least

suggested. If two or more bonds an dissoiate, eah of them would have to be alibrated to

a harateristi set of Morse parameters, as often done in reative fore �elds.

39

Here the four

Fe�S bonds found in rubredoxin were proposed to dissoiate and treated with the same Morse

potential. Of ourse it is expeted that the fore �eld desription for the remaining non-reative

atoms in the maromoleule an properly model their interations.

42,43

The major limitation of our energy model is the lassial desription of the disrupted bond.

The lak of an eletroni struture or quantum hemial desription prevents the inlusion of

harge and spin reorganization e�ets in the simulation. These e�ets are important to model

reations involving organi and metal enters

21

and to disern details of reation mehanisms.

Thus, we are unable to use the rubredoxin simulations shown here to distinguish the order that

eah of the four possible Fe�S bonds are broken to omplete protein unfolding.

The e�et of the pulling fore onstant (❦♣) on the simulated fore-extension urves an

be rationalized. When a high onstant is used, protein extension stritly follows the harmoni

pulling referene oordinate (Fig. 4a) and samples only loal fores, similar to the drift regime

proposed before.

26

Complete unfolding is observed after multiple bond rupture steps, leading to

multiple fore peaks in fore-extension urves. When a low fore onstant is used, the protein

extension an �utuate more and does not stritly follow the harmoni pulling oordinate (Fig.

4b), similar to an ativated regime.

26

The reation oordinate may also sample thermal fores

and more tension may aumulate. Complete unfolding is observed in one step, leading to one

fore peak in the fore-extension urves, whih orresponds to the �rst Fe�S bond rupture,

quikly followed by disruption of other Fe�S bonds.

The fore spetrum obtained from SMD and AFM data on rubredoxin unfolding was well

12



adjusted here by the full mirosopi model proposed by Hummer and Szabo

58

that assumes the

rupture energy is desribed by a usp potential. Although similar theoretial models based on

smooth potentials have also been proposed,

63

their adjustment to fore spetra obtained at high

speeds did not lead to signi�ant hanges on the derived barrier position and unfolding rate.

7

This suggests some independene of adjusted parameters on the exat form of the rupture

potential. Thus, the mirosopi model

58

an be employed to �t the fore spetrum when

unfolding is oupled to ovalent bond dissoiation as modelled here by a smooth Morse potential.

Simulated and experimental ontour length inrements are in very good agreement for three

of the four polyproteins studied here. Contour lengths before unfolding [L(f)℄ have traditionally

been estimated from through-spae distanes between anhoring points on the maromoleular

rystal struture. This may not be a reliable pratie as our omparison of L(f)

P❉❇
and

L(f)

❙▼❉
suggests. The oupling of protein units and fore appliation before bond rupture

perturb the struture of eah unit and hene, the distane between anhoring points (Table

2). On the other hand, onstrution and simulation of polyprotein models requires more labor

than inspeting the rystal strutures.

Notie the exellent agreement between ontour lengths after unfolding L(u) obtained from

SMD simulations and estimated from the formula ✭♥�✶✮ ✄ ✵✿✸✻✺ nm, where ♥ is the number of

aminoaids between anhoring points (Table 2). Here, ✭♥� ✶✮ is used in the formula instead of

♥ adopted before

15,17

beause the ombined extension of the two residues in anhoring points

will ontribute only one length unit to L(u).

Cavagnero et al.

64

proposed a mehanism for thermal denaturation of rubredoxin in three

steps: rubredoxin �rst loses part of the seondary struture; Fe�S bonds are broken, iron is

released and more seondary struture is lost; and the hydrophobi ore is exposed leading to the

unfolded state. This is based on data obtained by several optial spetrosopy methods at low

pH, when Glu14 and Glu49 side hains should be protonated and their respetive salt bridges

be broken.

65

Nevertheless, this proposed mehanism is roughly the sequene we obtain from

mehanial unfolding simulations in polyproteins [RD15,35℄✁ and [RD1,49℄✁. Solvent exposure of

the hydrophobi ore varies for eah polyprotein model, but it is also orrelated with disruption

of seondary struture.

The mehanism of maromoleular unfolding simulated here learly depends on the points

13



of fore appliation along the polymer. Salt-bridges and hydrogen bonds holding seondary

strutures together may be ompletely disrupted before ovalent bond dissoiation, as seen

in rubredoxin model [RD15,49℄✸, or almost entirely preserved, as seen in model [RD1,35℄✸.

The fration of these intramoleular ontats present before Fe�S bond rupture in the four

polyprotein models tested here inreases in the order [RD15,49℄✸ ❁ [RD15,35℄✸ ❁ [RD1,49℄✸ ❁

[RD1,35℄✸. This is approximately the same order found for the average rupture fore and the

reverse order found for the intrinsi rate of unfolding ❦✵ on AFM measurements,

17

suggesting

that the stability of intramoleular non-ovalent ontats plays a role on maromoleules subjet

to mehanohemial ativation.

Solvent exposure of the maromoleular interior and water aess to the reative FeS enter

in rubredoxin are ontrolled by partial protein unfolding, with disruption of seondary strutures

and of native hydrogen bonds between S✌ and bakbone amides. Our simulations show that

water penetration is higher near S✌Cys41 and S✌Cys8, suggesting the respetive Fe�S bonds

would be more reative than the other two. In fat, it has been shown by quantum-hemial

alulations that water substitution leads to faster Fe�S bond leavage in rubredoxin models.

20

Thus, the mehanial anisotropy previously observed in rubredoxin polyproteins

17

may not

be only due to di�erenes in the intrinsi stabilities among the four Fe�SCys bonds,

15,17

but also

beause of the variable degree of solvent aess to the FeS enter found here between di�erent

polyproteins.

Two types of mehanism for Fe�S bond rupture in mehanial unfolding of rubredoxin have

been observed for a strutural variant of rubredoxin.

18

A onurrent proess, where multiple

Fe�S bonds rupture simultaneously was observed in 80% of AFM fore-extension pro�les. And a

sequential mehanism, where rupture of di�erent Fe�S bonds an be individually distinguished,

was observed in the other 20% of AFM pro�les. Observation of simultaneous proesses depends

on the time resolution of measurements, whih is in the order of ✖s or slower for the mentioned

AFM experiments. In our simulations, bond ruptures in the same protein unit are separated

by tens of ps. Therefore, within a ✖s time window, bond rupture ours simultaneously in

all simulations. It is possible that the sequential proess observed in the AFM experiments is

due to the protein onstrution ontaining an extra unnatural loop elongation in the studied

rubredoxin variant.

18
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We onlude that the moleular mehanial model presented here may be applied to study

the fored unfolding of maromoleules oupled to ovalent bond rupture. Empirial fore �eld

parameters for bond dissoiation an be obtained from quantum-hemial alulations on model

ompounds and further re�ned in omparison to experimental fore spetra. SMD simulations

revealed the mehanism of maromoleular unfolding and the sequene that intramoleular

ontats are disrupted for four di�erent polyproteins. Solvent penetration near the reative

enter may be determinant for the mehanial stability of eah polymer.

The simulation methods presented here are not limited to proteins. They an be applied to

simulate fored unfolding and mehanohemial ativation of any maromoleule for whih an

appropriate model of the moleular struture and a set of leavable ovalent bonds are known.

Given the lak of an eletroni struture desription of the reative enter in our lassial

model, the detailed mehanism and sequene of Fe�S bond rupture in the strethed rubredoxin

models ould not be analyzed. These would require a hybrid quantum hemial/moleular

mehanial energy model whih we have been investigating in our laboratory.

21

Nevertheless,

unfolding trajetories extensively sampled here with a omputationally heap method may be

of great value as initial reative onformations in future studies.
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Figure 1: Rubredoxin rystal struture from P. furiosus.

40

Fe is shown in orange, Cys bound

to Fe and residues in salt bridges are shown as stiks. ☞-strands 1, 2 and 3 are indiated in

pink, yan and brown respetively.

Figure 2: Shemati model of the polyprotein [RD1,49℄✸ used in the simulations. Rubredoxin

units are onneted by a linker (in gray). Blak irles indiate the points of mutation (residues

1 and 49), pink rosses indiate the anhoring points (residues 5 and 41), orange lines indiate

the regions under tension, blue lines indiate the regions outside the points of fore appliation,

blak lines indiate the regions in between anhoring points, Nt and Ct indiate the protein

terminals. Positions of Fe and native S✌ enters are also indiated.
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Figure 3: Distribution of rupture fores obtained for N=70-100 simulations with pulling ve-

loities ✈♣ ❂ ✶✵ m/s (panel a), ✈♣ ❂ ✶ m/s (panel b) and ✈♣ ❂ ✶✵
�✁

m/s (panel ) of model

[RD1,49℄✁.
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Figure 4: Time evolution of the referene progress oordinate (✘✵, equation 2) and the protein

extension oordinate for model [RD1,49℄✶ obtained with a pulling fore onstant ❦♣ ❂ �✻✻✼

pN/nm (panel a) and ❦♣ ❂ ✽✸ pN/nm (panel b). One representative fore-extension urve

simulated with ❦♣ ❂ ✽✸ pN/nm for model [RD1,49℄✁ is shown in panel . Cirles indiate Fe�S

bond rupture.
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Figure 5: Fore spetra or average rupture fores obtained at di�erent pulling veloities for

AFM experiments

17

and SMD simulations (N=20) of model [RD1,49℄✶. The dashed line shows

the full mirosopi model derived by Hummer and Szabo

58

�tted to both AFM and SMD data.

Error bars in SMD points indiate a standard deviation.
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Table 1: Average rupture fores (

✖❋ , average ✝ standard deviation in pN) alulated for the �rst

Fe�S bond rupture in [RD1,49℄✶ (N=10 simulations) with di�erent values of depth (D❡, kJ/mol)

and steepness (☞, nm�✶
) of the Morse potential, and partial harges q✁❡ and q❙ assigned to the

FeS enter. Only one type of parameter was hanged in eah set of simulations.

D❡
✖❋ ☞ ✖❋ q✁❡ q❙

✖❋

70 415 ✝ 78 15 348 ✝ 60 1.44 -0.55 525 ✝ 42

90 758 ✝ 127 20 530 ✝ 35 1.04 -0.45 758 ✝ 127

130 1632 ✝ 57 30 758 ✝ 127 0.64 -0.35 995 ✝ 75

170 2437 ✝ 118 40 1007 ✝ 88 0.24 -0.25 1163 ✝ 65

Table 2: Contour lengths (L, average ✝ standard deviation in nm) before (f) and after (u)

polyprotein unfolding and inrements (✂L) obtained from the rystal struture (L

P❉❇
), AFM

experiments (L

❆✁▼
)

17

and SMD simulations (L

❙▼❉
, N=70-80 values). Residue number of

anhoring points is also indiated.

model ✂L

P❉❇ ✂L

❙▼❉ ✂L

❆✁▼

❬RD1,49❪✸ 12.2 12.0 ✝ 0.1 13.0 ✝ 0.8

17

and 12.6 ✝ 1.3

15

❬RD15,49❪✸ 7.4 6.0 ✝ 0.1 6.4 ✝ 0.7

❬RD15,35❪✸ 5.3 2.7 ✝ 0.1 2.7 ✝ 0.4

❬RD1,35❪✸ 10.4 9.0 ✝ 0.1 11.1 ✝ 1.2

L(f)

P❉❇
L(f)

❙▼❉
L(u)

P❉❇
L(u)

❙▼❉
anhoring points

❬RD1,49❪✸ 0.9 1.0 ✝ 0.1 13.1 13.0 ✝ 0.1 5, 41

❬RD15,49❪✸ 2.1 3.3 ✝ 0.1 9.5 9.3 ✝ 0.1 15, 41

❬RD15,35❪✸ 2.0 4.5 ✝ 0.1 7.3 7.2 ✝ 0.1 15, 35

❬RD1,35❪✸ 2.0 3.3 ✝ 0.1 12.4 12.3 ✝ 0.1 1, 35

Table 3: Fration of proteins with salt bridges and seondary struture preserved before the

�rst Fe�S bond rupture along pulling simulations (N=105-120 unfolding events).

model salt bridges ☞-sheet

A1-E14

❛
K6-E49 strands 1-2 strands 1-3

❬RD1,49❪✸ 0.34 - 1.00 -

❬RD15,49❪✸ 0.00 - 0.00 -

❬RD15,35❪✸ 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.52

❬RD1,35❪✸ 0.38 0.67 1.00 0.81

❛
C1-E14 in [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD1,35℄✸. Residue and ☞-sheet numbering and positions are shown

in Figure 1. Salt bridge K6-E49 and the ontat between ☞-strands 1-3 were absent by

onstrution in models [RD1,49℄✸ and [RD15,49℄✸.
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).

Dashed line show the full mirosopi model derived by Hummer and Szabo

58

�tted to both

AFM and SMD data. Error bars in SMD points indiate a standard deviation. The mean
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Table S1: Average rupture fores (

✖❋ , average ✝ standard deviation in pN) alulated for the

�rst Fe�S bond rupture in [RD1,49℄✶ (N=10 simulations) with di�erent pulling fore onstants

(❦♣ in pN/nm).

❦♣
✖❋

1667 762 ✝ 101

333 831 ✝ 126

167 792 ✝ 65

83 758 ✝ 127

42 700 ✝ 63
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5 Conclusion

Biochemical phenomena such as ligand-protein binding (section 1.1.1) and forced

protein unfolding (section 1.1.2) are slow for the timescales usually reached by conven-

tional MD simulations. These phenomena were studied in this thesis by combining MD

simulations with methods or approximations to enhance configurational sampling.

In chapter 2 the LIE method (section 1.3.3.1) was used to predict binding affinities

for ligand-protein complexes. LIE can be considered an approach to increase configura-

tional sampling when compared to traditional computational methods to predict affinities

because it focus the computational effort in the regions of interest in the ligand-protein

binding process, the bound and unbound states of the ligand. Affinities predicted by LIE

using ligand-protein complexes from crystal structures were similar to or better than

those predicted by the docking scoring function and other LIE equations. One of the

main limitations of LIE is the poor transferability of the coefficients to scale interaction

energies among different model systems. Here transferability was increased by the use of

coefficients adapted by the ligand or binding site relative polarities.

Major approximations in molecular docking (section 1.3.1) were improved. The

LIE equation parametrized using complexes from crystal structures was used to replace

the approximate scoring function (section 1.3.1.2) in the prediction of binding affinities.

Moreover, the lack of protein flexibility (section 1.3.1.1) was overcome by the use of a group

of protein configurations obtained from MD simulations to perform docking. Different

averaging schemes were tested to obtain overall affinities for the ligand-protein complexes

obtained from docking, revealing that many complex configurations contribute to the

affinities of ligands for flexible proteins such as FKBP12 and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase,

while affinities estimated for rigid proteins such as T4 lysozyme mutants are dominated

by one complex configuration.

In chapter 3 the WE approach (section 1.3.3.2) was combined with MD simula-

tions (section 1.3.2) to enhance sampling of benzene unbinding from the buried binding
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site of T4 lysozyme. Enhanced sampling of infrequent unbinding events was achieved

by increasing the computational effort in low probability regions of pre-defined progress

coordinates.

Pathways for ligand exit and the protein conformational changes involved in ligand

unbinding had not been fully resolved. Here, an exploratory set of simulations using the

distance between the ligand and the binding site or the root mean squared deviation from

the ligand in the crystal structure as progress coordinates revealed four possible pathways

for benzene exit from the buried binding site of T4 lysozyme. Then, a production set of

simulations using Voronoi bin mapping as progress coordinate was used to allow sampling

of trajectories for a specific path, thus facilitating the calculation of rate constants and

identification of protein conformational transitions involved in ligand unbinding for each

specific path. The simulations suggest that motions in alpha helices C, H and J are more

important for ligand transit than motions in alpha helix F, which was expected to be

involved in ligand unbinding. Moreover, the simulations also suggest that motions in

residues Y88 and I78 are important for ligand unbinding. Dissociation rates calculated

from simulations did not converge, so further sampling is required to enable confident

distinctions among the rates for the different pathways.

In chapter 4 SMD simulations (section 1.3.3.3) were used to model the forced

unfolding of rubredoxin. Enhanced sampling of slow unfolding events was achieved by the

use of pulling velocities of 10−1 m/s, which are much faster than typical pulling velocities

of AFM experiments, of 10−6 m/s. As average unfolding forces depend on the pulling

velocity, it was not possible to compare forces from AFM experiments and simulations

directly. Here an indirect comparison was made by fitting the force spectrum to the

microscopic model presented (section 1.1.2).

Full unfolding of rubredoxin involves covalent bond rupture. Here the full unfolding

process was simulated by SMD simulations coupled to a classical description of bond dis-

sociation, which was achieved using a Morse potential (equation 1.30). Parameters for this

Morse potential were not available in the force field and were obtained by adjustment to

quantum chemical calculations for Fe–S dissociation performed in our group. Parameters
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to describe the FeS center in rubredoxin were not available in the force field either, and

were obtained from previous calibrations of other authors and of our group or adjusted

to avoid strong interactions between Fe and negative side-chains and an unbalanced sol-

vation contribution. Moreover, an extensive analysis of the sensitivity of the mechanical

properties of rubredoxin to the velocity (vp) and force constant (kp) of Uadd[ξ(t)] was per-

formed. The vp and kp values were chosen to allow the reproduction of AFM results at a

reasonable computational cost.

Simulations showed microscopic details of the forced unfolding of rubredoxin, re-

vealing that changing the points of force application along rubredoxin results in different

unfolding mechanisms. Contacts between beta-strands 1-2 and between beta-strands 1-3

are preserved before Fe-S bond rupture in most simulations of the rubredoxin mutated in

positions 1 and 35, which is also the rubredoxin mutant with a slower kunf value. On the

other hand, such contacts are partially or completely ruptured before Fe-S bond rupture

in most simulations of the other three rubredoxin mutants.

SMD simulations provided ∆Lc values in better agreement with ∆LcAF M values

than estimates from crystal structures, ∆LcP DB values, for rubredoxins mutated in posi-

tions 15 and 49 and in positions 15 and 35. This may have happened because perturbations

in the protein structure before the force peak is achieved were considered in the simula-

tions. ∆Lc values from simulations and crystal structures were similar for rubredoxin

mutated in positions 1 and 49. However, such values differed for rubredoxin mutated

in positions 1 and 35, and better agreement with ∆LcAF M values was achieved by the

∆LcP DB values, indicating that improvements in the modeling of this mutant are needed.

Therefore, enhanced sampling methods, such as LIE, WE and SMD used here,

allow modeling of biochemical phenomena that happen in the millisecond timescale or

slower, even if MD simulations, which reach the microsecond timescale, are employed.
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